
Dear Dr. Dupont, 
 
Thank you very much for your helpful comments. We did the revision according to your 
comments. The reply details are given below. 
 
 
1-page 1, line 17: "freshwater" here sounds awkward. Why not just "precipitation"? 
reply: Changed to “precipitation” (p1, l17) 
 
2-page 2, line 14: "[...] the changes are further accelerated by processes of Arctic 
amplification" does not tell anything. Please elaborate or drop. 
reply: Dropped. 
 
3-page 4, line 6: "As the first baroclinic Rossby radius is very small in the Arctic Ocean (Nurser                  
and Bacon, 2014) [...]" Please amend. "very small" is not very telling but I assume the authors                 
mean <5km. Then this statement is only true in the shallow parts of the Arctic and around the                  
GIN seas. It also seemingly contradicts the authors goal to nearly resolve the first Rossby               
radius in the deep parts of the Arctic where it is about 10km or more with at least 2 points. 
reply: the range of Rossby radius is added (p4, l3) 
 
4-page 4, line 17: I am not sure what the author meant by "practically optimal": "Almost 
optimal" or "practical (useful) and optimal"? 
reply: Changed to „In practice, however, optimal ...“ (p4, l14) 
 
5-page 7, line 9: "looses" -> "loses" 
reply: changed (p7, l22) 
 
6-It would probably be telling if the authors could map an instantaneous field for high- lighting 
the model capacity to (nearly?) resolve mesoscale activity where resolved. 
Reply: We do not consider this model setup as well eddy-resolving with which one can focus                
on mesoscale processes.  
 
7-Fig 5: please show exact boundaries for domain averaging 
reply: Definition is added in the text (p8 l15): „The two basins are defined as the Arctic region 
where the ocean bottom is deeper than 500 m, and separated by the Lomonosov Ridge.“ 
 
8-page 12, line 4: "Different from" sounds awkward. "Contrary to"? 
reply: Changed. (p12, l22) 
 
9-Fig10: Given the success of the CAA run to reproduce the same FW pathways as 
HIGH, I am curious to understand if the CAA run reproduces HIGH in other aspects: 
profiles, AW layer, SSH... It may be that the eddy-resolving resolution in the deep 
ocean is not necessary after all, only a realistic throughflow of the CAA (the eddy 
parametrization seemingly providing sufficient physics for the rest)! 
Reply: We had mentioned this aspect in the second last paragraph of the paper. In the                
revision we added one sentence, „We also found that only better resolving the CAA channels               
(in the simulation where only the CAA is resolved with 4.5 km) did not significantly impact the                 
representation of the AW layer.“ This additional sensitivity experiment shows the impact of             
CAA on FW spatial distribution, but not on AW circulation. Further extended studies, if              
required, can only be done in separate work considering the current paper length. (p33, l5) 
 
10-Fig.12 FWC anomaly relative to which period? 
Reply: Relative to the mean of the plotted period. Added to the figure caption. 



 
11-page 14, line 8: definition of FWC from manuscript: "defined as the amount of pure FW that 
could be taken out of the upper ocean so that the ocean salinity is changed to 34.8[...]". Just 
for clarity could you provide the exact depth that defines the upper ocean in your calculation of 
FWC? 
Reply: We clarified it now: „In the calculation of the modelled FW content presented below, the 
integration is taken from ocean surface to the depth where salinity is equal to the reference 
salinity“ (p14, l8) 
 
12-page 22, line 17: "2D FW content". why 2D here? FWC is assumed implicitly to be 
a vertical integral. "maps" maybe? 
Reply: changed to „vertically integrated“ (p22, l13) 
 
13-Fig 14, maybe a little outside the scope, but given the pattern of thick ice, I suspect that the                   
ice velocity are too slow. Have the authors compared their sea-ice velocity against buoys or               
derived-satellite products? 
Reply: We checked the simulated sea ice velocity. On the contrary, the simulated sea ice drift                
is higher than observed from satellites. We consulted colleagues working on observations, and             
they suggested that the observation products might underestimate the drift was well. Further             
efforts are required in understanding the behavior of sea ice velocity, both in the model and in                 
the observation. 
 
14-page 26, last paragraph. Can the authors comment on the spurious diffusion on 
LOW. What are the value of the explicit horizontal diffusion in both simulations? For 
that matter, it would be nice to have background vertical diffusion value as well... 
Reply: We did not quantify the spurious numerical mixing coefficients. However, we performed             
sensitivity simulations, and found that changing the background vertical diffusivity on the order             
of 1e-6 m²/s can significantly change the model results. This indicates that numerical mixing,              
even small, can still significantly impact model results. Lateral mixing coefficients were            
mentioned in the model setup section. The importance of vertical mixing coefficients was             
mentioned in line 10 on page 29. The value of background vertical mixing coefficient is added                
(line 13 on page 6). 
 
15-page 28, line 28: "obtains" sounds ill-chosen in this context. "displays" instead 
reply: Changed to „has“ 
 
16-page 30, line 25: "Practically" is again a bit ambiguous. "For practical reasons" 
maybe? 
reply: Changed to „in practice“ (p31, l7) 
 
17-page 30, line 30: "Besides, maintaining high resolution measurements of ocean 
transports is of great importance for model development too." switch to observation- 
related subject a bit brutal to the reader. Maybe elaborate a bit? 
reply : The sentence is removed. 
 
 
Best regards 
the authors 



Dear reviewer, 
 
Thank you very much for your helpful comments. We did the revision according to your               
suggestions and the detailed reply is listed below. 
 
 
Specific comments 
 
1. Focus.  
As stated, the research is very timely and I am pleased to see this being covered and particularly in                   
a global context. I think the basis of the research idea here is excellent. As far as I can read into                     
the execution and analysis, this too appears excellent. Saying this, I found the write up difficult to                 
follow. It is very long and feels like it wants to act as: (a) a review of physical processes in the                     
Arctic, (b) introduce a multi-resolution global model with a high resolution Arctic, whilst also (c)               
evaluating the multi-scale model. I understand it is a complex system, and there is some need to                 
discuss expected physics, but as a GMD model evaluation paper, I think it would help the reader                 
significantly if focus is directed at (c). Details of (b) to be included as required for reproducibility                 
(since the model 1.4 is introduced in past papers) and (a) discussed for context of the analysis of                  
model output. Related to (a), some paragraphs go into a detailed description of physical processes               
in the ocean, only to end with a general suggestion that more work is required. It is good to include                    
a description of the physics, but only if this is relevant to specific analysis of model output, or in                   
direct relation to the basis of this work – with increased resolution. Cleaning up these and the more                  
general statements that appear but seem unnecessary and do not add to the paper – would help                 
focus the paper, reduce verbosity and make it more accessible. Some examples in the              
introduction: 
– 
“Numerical modeling can be used to understand the dynamics of the ocean and predict its future 
changes.” 
Reply: removed. 
– 
“Large model biases in the upper Arctic Ocean are another common issue in many ocean general                
circulation models.” which models? and links to why? Is this a resolution issue? These statements               
need to be specific about models and approaches when this paper is exactly about a different                
modelling approach that could solve these issues. 
Reply: citation is added to this sentence. (p2 l25) The sentences after it explains details. 
– 
“Model simulation results can be sensitive to model configuration, including the choice of numerical 
and physical schemes, parameters and grid resolution.” 
surely model simulation results *are* directly dependent on model configuration? 
Reply: sentence removed. 
– 
“As computational resources grow with time, the modeling community tends to use higher and 
higher model resolution. Certainly there is a need in the modeling community to evaluate high 
resolution models with respect to the common model issues identified in previous model studies.” 
Again this is very verbose, is not specific and does not add anything significant. Which “common                
model issues” Which “previous model studies” 
Reply: We make this sentence more exact: “Certainly there is a need in the modeling community                
to evaluate high resolution models with respect to the common model issues identified in previous               
model studies as mentioned above.” (p2, l8) 
– 
“These studies provided background knowledge on the Arctic Ocean representation in those            
models and identified their common issues.” Agaig a weak summary of what has already been said                
previously. This repetition with no specifics is not helpful. 



Reply: “These studies provided background knowledge on the Arctic Ocean representation in            
those models and identified their common issues.” Therefore, “In this paper we will mainly focus               
on the key diagnostics used in these studies for evaluating our simulations.” Because of the               
experience gained in these studies, we now know what we should focus on in this study. (p4, l25) 
 
General sentences like these should be removed. 
Other examples of superfluous content: 
 
– Page 5, line 12: 
“It helps to preserve monotonicity and eliminate overshoots. When compared to a second order              
scheme without flux limiter and an implicit second order scheme in idealized 2-D test cases, at                
coarse resolution this FCT scheme tends to slightly reduce local maxima even for a smooth field,                
but at high resolution it well represents sharp fronts and shows least dispersion errors (Wang,               
2007).” This is a model detail under (b), but it is not clear how this is relevant to the focus of the                      
paper. Please either elaborate on how this is relevant or remove. 
Reply: removed. 
 
– This is again repeated on page 31, line 32, and does not appear necessary to include. Here a 
link is at least suggested to the work, “which can explain the obtained improvement of the AW layer 
in the high resolution simulation”  but is only loose conjecture. This is something that could be 
tested here in this modelling framework. Please either test and include or remove. 
Reply: It was shown that the AW layer can be better represented (the thickness in particular) with                 
reduced numerical mixing by Holloway et al. (2007), and it was shown that numerical mixing can                
be reduced with increasing resolution by Wang (2007) in FESOM idealized experiments. It is then               
logical to link the improved AW layer with 4.5km resolution to reduced numerical mixing in the                
model. Here we decided to keep it. 
 
– The following paragraph (beginning “The diapycnal mixing is..”) could also be potentially             
removed. These are useful details of the model setup, but standard for FESOM1.4, and all detailed                
in the model description paper Wang et al. (2014). If these choices are different to others (in                 
CORE-II, for example) and pertinent to the success of the model here, please elaborate (as per the                 
later on SSS restoring), otherwise remove. 
Reply: This paragraph provides some of the key information required by modellers. Even though              
they are the standard settings, we always repeat them when describing the model setups in               
papers, as readers want to know key parameters directly in the paper they are reading rather than                 
looking for other papers. We certainly did not mention those secondarily important settings in the               
paper. 
 
– 
“Besides identifying the impact of horizontal resolution on the Arctic Ocean main circulation, we              
also discussed scientific questions and model issues that need to be explored in future work, and                
some of the illustrated model issues are common in many other ocean-sea ice models. Overall,               
increasing model resolution does considerably improve the performance of the Arctic Ocean            
simulation, while further efforts are necessary to solve remaining issues that are not linked to               
applied model resolution, and to develop/improve parameterizations that are still required even with             
best resolution affordable now.” 
This lengthy paragraph adds very little except a very general comment that it has been shown that                 
increased resolution helps. Please remove. In general, please ensure all discussion of physical             
processes directly links to quantitative analysis of model performance and output. Detailed            
descriptions of physical process in the Arctic that end with loose general statements that these               
could be important / need to be considered when modelling, do not add significantly to the paper                 
and its aim to evaluate the 3 configurations. The increased length only makes the paper more                
inaccessible. 



Reply: This paragraph is the last one of the whole paper, and we summarized the paper and                 
provided the outlook. In terms of the outlook, we emphasize that many other aspects should be                
investigated besides increasing model resolution, which is worth addressing at the end. We are              
inclined to keep this paragraph. 
 
 
2. Structure 
This paper is part of a concerted effort to develop FESOM, improve estimation in the Arctic and this                  
is the subject of many recent related papers. (The lead author is lead author on 3 cited works in                   
2016 alone). Given this, the paper would greatly benefit from a focused “positioning” section.              
Before jumping straight into“Model setup” I suggest a section briefly reviewing the effort to date,               
how each of the relevant papers fits in and solves/identifies lines of research to arrive at the work                  
here. Some of this can be collected from snippets spread throughout the paper – including for                
example parts of the introduction, and a large part of “5.3 Unstructured-mesh modeling” (which I               
found odd positioned at the end of the paper). On the introduction, the beginning 3 paragraphs are                 
good and give a nice motivation for the work. The fourth paragraph jumps straight into the aim of                  
the paper to investigate resolution – which at that point is not motivated – but then jumps back into                   
motivation discussing the narrow straits. The fifth paragraph then jumps back out to talk about the                
overall modelling framework in general development. I suggest the fourth paragraph discusses the             
narrow straits, to then motivate and justify why an increase in resolution could help. There is some                 
good justification given in Section 5.3 (e.g. “An adequate representation of the CAA throughflow is               
found to be very important. With an unstructured-mesh model like FESOM, one can locally              
increase model resolution to accurately resolve the narrow channels and faithfully simulate the FW              
export (Wekerle et al., 2013) ..., and more therein). There is also a review of higher resolution                 
modelling efforts there that is appropriate for the motivation in the introduction, and to give context                
to this approach. This then naturally leads into a short paragraph outlining the aims here – bringing                 
in the 4.5km high resolution, potentially addressing issues prevalent in CORE-II. Please make this              
concise. For example, the following, all in the latter part of the introduction, largely say the same: 
– “In this paper we will evaluate a high resolution Arctic Ocean simulation and elucidate the                
sensitivity of model results to resolution.” 
– “As one of the first steps towards designing such a system, in this paper we evaluate the                  
simulated Arctic Ocean by FESOM on a global mesh with 4.5 km resolution inside the Arctic                
Ocean”. 
– “We will compare the 4.5 km model results with those from this coarse setup to understand the                  
impace of model resolution.” (note this typo – I think should be “impact”) Then I suggest the                 
“positioning” section to make it clear what has been achieved with this approach, related studies               
(e.g. the 4.5km sea-ice modelling study“Werkerle et al. (2013) The Canadian Arctic Archipelago             
throughflow in a multiresolution global model: Model assessment and the driving mechanism of             
interannual variability” and how this studies fits / differs / is an important step in this continuing                 
development. 
Reply:  
We removed “Model simulation results can be sensitive to model configuration, including the             
choice of numerical and physical schemes, parameters and grid resolution. We will evaluate a high               
resolution Arctic Ocean simulation and llucidate the sensitivity of model results to horizontal             
resolution” from the fourth paragraph, and start directly with the motivation of using high model               
resolution. This indeed makes this part better. (p2, l32) 
The previous work (especially the COREII intercomparison papers) is already mentioned in the             
third paragraph where we describe the common issues in current Arctic models. In purpose, we               
tried to avoid lengthy description of FESOM’s own applications in the introduction, as there is less                
intention to review FESOM in this work. Readers can better focus on points of “model resolution”                
and “Arctic Ocean” without being stopped by paragraphs about unstructured-mesh modelling. Any            
way, we try to have the short section of Section 5.3, for those who might want to know more about                    



FESOM and unstructured-mesh modelling in general. We think this is better considering our             
motivation of the paper, the length of the paper and the readability.  
 
3. Figure 1 
This is a good figure and helpful to include for reference. It is also useful to locate the vertical                   
section in figure 8. I suggest the “curves” are better identified as “arrows”, since they are orientated                 
markings. In hardcopy, it was difficult to make out the blue arrows and blue text “Transpolar drift”                 
on top of the scalar blue background. I suggest different colours are used to make a clear                 
distinction between the arrows and text vs. the background. Possibly the background scalar depth              
field could be coloured in green? The arrows outlined in white? 
Reply: Figure 1 is revised. 
 
4. Figure projections 
Figures 2(a) and (b) are compared – and it is good to discuss resolution of the Rossby radius in                   
this way – but they are presented in different projections, which makes a comparison by eye                
difficult. Moreover, Figure 1 is used for orientation – again this is helpful – but it is oriented                  
differently to 2(b) and the subsequent 4, 6 7, 10, 11, 14 and 15. Please make the orientation                  
consistent, such that Figure 1 can be used to easily identify regions when later output figures are                 
discussed. 
Reply: The projection of Fig. 1 is changed to the same direction (North Atlantic is at the bottom) as                   
in other figures. We try to keep the previous projection of Fig. 2a because it nicely shows model                  
resolution in a much larger area, and this will not cause any difficulty in understanding the paper                 
content to readers. 
 
5. Definition of HIGH and LOW 
The introduction refers to Figure 2 on page 4. Figure 4, on page 5, refers to HIGH, but this is not 
defined until later in the text on page 6. Please fix so the reader knows what HIGH refers to before 
it is used in text. 
Reply: The caption of Fig. 2 is modified as “The horizontal grid size of a mesh with 4.5 km in the 
Arctic Ocean (referred to as mesh HIGH in this paper)” 
 
6. Eddy resolving considerations 
Figure 2 and the connected text make an analysis of where the fixed mesh can resolve mesoscale                 
eddy activity. This quantitative analysis, including the spatial dependence presented in 2(b), is then              
significantly undermined by the Figure 2 caption comment: “Note that effective model resolution             
usually is coarser than the grid size due to numerical dissipation.” Please change this into a                
quantitative argument. As it stands the reader really is at a loose end in knowing where the model                  
under consideration is mesoscale eddy resolving. This point is part of the discussion, and the               
reason for figure 2(b) – and link to / motivation for the increased resolution – so it is important it is                     
completed. Is there a quantitative study of FESOM1.4 (or the underlying discretisation/numerical            
dissipation present) that can be used to infer the effective model resolution, and where in fact, in                 
this configuration being evaluated here, the model is mesoscale eddy resolving? 
Reply: Two grid cells per Rossby radius is the boundary of resolution where models may start to                 
resolve mesoscale eddies. We write “Judged by comparing the Rossby radius and grid size (Fig.               
2b) and inspecting the simulation result, mesh HIGH is not well eddy resolving in the Arctic Ocean,                 
while it permits eddies in the Eurasian and Canadian Basins.” (p6, l6) to be more clear. So far we                   
did not carry out quantitative analysis of effective resolution. By inspecting the model results, we               
believe that the model permits mesoscale eddies, but does not well resolve them in the Arctic                
Ocean at 4.5 km resolution.  Higher resolution simulations are planned for the future work. 
 
7. Reproducibility and Zenodo archive 
The authors have provided a DOI link to a Zenodo archive. 
I was able to access the link at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.831484 



and download the archive fesom1.4.tar.bz2 
After attempting various methods, unfortunately I could not access the contents of the archive. 
For example, trying: 
tar tvjf fesom1.4.tar.bz2 
tar: This does not look like a tar archive 
tar: Skipping to next header 
tar: Exiting with failure status due to previous errors 
Please take a look at the archive. It appears the format is not as expected. 
Please provide instructions on how to access the data. Alternatively, and a better solution in my                
opinion, I suggest uploading files as they are, and not compressed or contained in an archive                
(Zenodo can handle large single files 50GB) – to avoid problems in opening/uncompressing files. 
Reply: Bugs in the uploaded files are corrected, and the new DOI is provided in the code and data 
availability section. 
 
8. Mesh set-up and reproducibility 
A large focus of the paper is on the three mesh configurations, LOW, HIGH and high only in the                   
CAA. Sometimes the labels “24 km” and “4.5km” are used for LOW and HIGH in the figures. It                  
could be helpful to keep this consistently to the defined labels LOW and HIGH. For the third mesh                  
configuration with high resolution only in the CAA, various labels are used. “CAA HIGH” appears in                
figure 10 but is not defined. The graphic uses “CAA 4.5 km”. It would be helpful to stick to one label                     
for all throughout. Please define a clear label for this third case, and ideally together with the                 
definitions of the LOW and HIGH cases. It would also be helpful to make it clear in this same place                    
early on that there are 3 different mesh configurations considered here.  
Reply: We now define the 3 setups in the model description section. In terms of naming, we use                  
LOW, HIGH and HIGH-CAA in the text including figure captions. (p6 l8) In the title of figure panels                  
and figure legends, we try to write the resolution explicitly, in purpose, as many readers will only                 
look at figures first; they will get the model resolution quickly without spending time on looking into                 
the text. 
 
The description of how the resolution varies and in particular how it varies between the three is not                  
described sufficiently. This makes it difficult to reproduce or even compare results. Another flexible              
mesh model may wish to use 4.5km resolution in the Arctic in the same way to compare and                  
contrast. It is not clear how this would be achieved without significant ambiguity over how               
resolution is varied, bar the broad, general description “On the second mesh (HIGH) the horizontal               
resolution is further increased to 4.5 km inside the Arctic Ocean (defined by the Arctic gateways of                 
Bering Strait, CAA, Fram Strait and Barents Sea Opening, Fig. 2a)” and the image in figure 2a                 
(which would be difficult to extract this data from and also includes only half the globe). This paper                  
is evaluating the sensitivity of output to mesh resolution. It is important this is characterised fully. In                 
what way does the resolution vary from 4.5km to 24km in mesh HIGH? The 4.5km region is                 
defined as the Arctic Ocean, closed with reference to the gateways. Yet this description appears               
incomplete, since in figure 2a it appears higher resolution is applied in the Baltic Sea also? On                 
reproducibility, can the bounds of the 4.5km region used in this case be defined by a mathematical                 
function, in terms of longitude and latitude for this purpose? If not, can shapefile definitions be                
provided? Other multi-resolution models may not use a triangular mesh, and require accurate             
description of regions for generation. Please provide sufficient information such that the 3 three              
mesh configurations can be regenerated – in storage that is persistent and can be reliably               
depended on, ideally with a DOI. The description of the third configuration is even less               
well-defined: “It has resolution similar to LOW outside CAA, but the same resolution as in HIGH                
inside CAA.” and leaves the reader questioning why is it not the same resolution as LOW outside                 
the CAA? How is the CAA region defined? How does the resolution vary as you move to outside of                   
the CAA? This is an important study that others will want to compare to. It is important the 3                   
configurations can be regenerated. Also, ideally there will be sufficient information that others             
would be able to re-run the same FESOM simulations. The authors advocate a model              



intercomparison using high resolution cases. It seems this would be facilitated with sharing as              
much as possible of the model configurations and model output. Why not make the 3 mesh                
configurations available on a persistent resource such as Zenodo? It would also benefit a model               
intercomparison if key outputs from FESOM1.4 here were also made available in this way – for                
others to contrast and compare. 
Reply: We agree that storing all the 3 meshes and making them available to others is helpful. And                  
actually all the concerns in this comment can be solved if we do it. Now they are put to the same                     
place as the code with the same DOI. In the paper we stick to what we have and the information is                     
enough for readers who do not want to carry out exactly the same configuration. As the generation                 
of meshes is very complicated with much manual work in between, readers need to download the                
mesh files and get into the details if they are interested in it for some reason. People who are using                    
different models can generate their own meshes following our mesh data. 
 
9. Spin up and simulation time frames 
The spin up part of model runs is repeatedly referred to throughout, but it is not clear how long this                    
is and what forcing data is used. Section 4.2 mentions it takes nearly 30 years for salinity to reach                   
a quasi-equilibrium state. Is this enough for the whole model? In the section on freshwater 5.2, 20                 
to 30 years is mentioned for a specific sensitivity run exploring the effect of SSS restoring. Please                 
clarify. Page 6, line 29 implies the 3 configurations are run from 1950 to 2009 (with some spin up                   
assumed beforehand, relaxing to a set climatology?). This is supported by figures such as 3, 8 and                 
9 with time axes over this period. 
Reply: As mentioned in the model setup section, we start the model simulations from steady               
ocean, and run them using forcing from 1950 to 2009. The first 20 years are considered as spin up.                   
This is the spinup time for the Arctic basin, but the global ocean needs much longer time to reach                   
equilibrium. We focus on the 60 years period and analyze both the spinup phase and the mean                 
state of the last 20-30 model years. Discussing the spinup phase is very important because the                
drift taking place in this period, especially the initial surface salinity drift, is the largest (as shown in                  
Wang et al, 2016b). Longer simulations with high resolution will be carried out in future projects. 
 
Figure 4 shows an average from 1970-1999, figure 8 from 1980-1999, figure 6 compares the 70s                
to 90s, figure 7 is not clear on range considered. Figures 10 and 11 considers different periods                 
1993-2002, 2003-2007 and 1996-2009, and figure 14 and 15 other ranges. In some cases these               
choices are justified, but others not. Please make sure it is clear why particular time ranges have                 
been chosen. For example, why in figure 8 miss the contribution from 1970-1979 which is included                
in figure 4? Indeed why not an average of the entire simulated record over the CORE-II time                 
range?  
Reply: The choice of analyzed periods is mainly due to two reasons: the availability of               
observations and published model results; the events/phenomena that should be addressed. The            
former is related to Figures 4, 6, 10, 11, 14, the latter involves figures 8e,f and 15. The first 20                    
years are spinup and should be excluded when computing mean and variability, but are addressed               
when discussing the model spinup behavior. In the figure captions of Figs. 4, 6, 8e,f, 10, 11, 14 we                   
add the reasons for the periods used. In Fig. 7 we show the standard deviation, for which we do                   
not have observations, so we just take the last 30 years for analysis, leaving out the first 30 years;                   
And the main conclusion about the impact of model resolution based on Fig. 7 does not change if                  
we take 10 years more or less. In Fig. 15 we take passive tracers from year 2000, a year after long                     
release of the tracers; but we did not take results from the very last years because the observed                  
warming of Atlantic Water was not well simulated, which might be due to uncertainty in               
atmospheric forcing used (addressed on page 28, line 12), a topic for future work.  
 
For a paper on model evaluation and more so when different spatial resolutions (and by CFL, time                 
stepping) are involved, one would expect an analysis of model performance with respect to time.               
This is touched on with a loose reference to 7 days throughput per day. Please include details of                  
time steps used in all three configurations and simulation time per time step on each mesh. If                 



possible include a scaling plot. It would also be interesting to compare simulation time per time                
step for each of the model components (e.g. ocean, sea-ice) on each mesh configuration. This               
information is very important for comparison studies, to guide choices in the development of other               
models and for users in model choice – possibly even more so here given FESOM2.0 is being                 
developed with a different dynamical core and discretisation choice. On “The deficiency indicates a              
clear requirement for eddy resolving resolution in the Fram Strait region in order to faithfully               
simulate the amount and property of AW that enters the Arctic basins through the Fram Strait. In                 
ocean climate simulations, however, it is hardly possible to afford 1 km model resolution in the near                 
future.” (page 28, line 3): it would be helpful to be more quantitative here – how much                 
computational effort do the authors believe a 1km version of the model would require? Analysis in                
Holt et al. (GMD, 2017) implies it will be possible to run global models more routinely down to                  
coastal scales of 1.5km in the next 10 years.  
Reply:  
For climate scale applications, we do not expect modellers can afford 1.5 km in the next 10 years.                  
It will only be practical for process studies and short prediction purposes. That is why we                
emphasize the importance of improving parameterizations, and Holt et al. (2017) did so too.  
We modified the paragraph and added a new table (Table 2) to summarize the computational               
performance. Thanks for this comment; we noticed an error in the performance estimation (the              
throughput of HIGH should be about 8, not 7) when we were revising this part.  
For us, the model throughput is the most important aspect to consider. We cite a recent paper                 
showing the scaling property of FESOM1.4. We limit our discussion to the comparison of the three                
grids shown in Table 2, and do not intend to describe model details and do not extend the                  
discussion too much to avoid going beyond the main scope of the paper.  (pages 30-31) 
 
The following “Accordingly, efforts on parameterizations are required to improve the simulation of             
AW circulation in Fram Strait.” does not add much. Please add clarification on what              
parameterisations are required or remove. 
Reply: changed to “Accordingly, further effort on parameterizing mesoscale eddy effects is            
required to improve the simulation of AW circulation in the Fram Strait.” (p28, l1) 
 
Page 30, line 21: 
“However, if the finest grid size is used in narrow straits in FESOM, the model time step and the                   
overall model throughput could be constrained by this grid size.” What else is it likely to be                 
constrained by? It seems very likely rather than “could”. A breakdown of costs of model               
components (e.g. ocean, sea-ice, ...), including the cost impact of moving to 4.5km in the Arctic                
region or just to the CAA – suggested above – would help give a quantitative answer here. As it                   
stands the reader has no feeling for what the next step might be. What is the computational impact                  
of HIGH vs HIGH CAA? – an important aspect of evaluating these model configurations. 
Reply: The sentence is changed to “However, if the finest grid size is just used in narrow straits, 
the model time step and the overall model throughput can be constrained by this grid size (the                 
Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) constraint).” In terms of computational performance, see our reply           
above. (p30,l20) 
 
10. Atlantic Water core temperature prediction 
Examining Figure 4(a), it appears the LOW model over-estimates the Atlantic Water core             
temperature (AWCT) compared to PHC climatology. Moving to HIGH this over-estimation           
increases significantly. Notably warmer waters (of over 1 degree above the PHC climatology)             
appear to propagate through the Fram Strait into the Arctic Ocean region. In this regard, AWCT                
temperature *distribution* appears to worsen in the move to using high resolution. Please             
comment. 
Reply: This is the feature when the model has higher but not eddy-resolving resolution, shown by 
Fieg et al. 2010. We have discussed this in the first paragraph of 5.1.b. 



How do instantaneous distributions appear? A significant error is seen in HIGH’s LFW transport 
anomaly across the Fram Strait between 1950-1970 (not apparent in LOW) – is this linked? 
(although Figure 4 contains model results averaged 1970-1999). 
Reply: The first 20 years are the spinup phase, when the two setups behave very differently. The                 
variability afterwards becomes more similar. So we do not expect a close link between the two                
phenomena. 
 
On discussing heat content, with both LOW and HIGH integrated content higher, further analysis is               
dismissed with the following:“Due to inaccuracy in diagnosing heat budget terms (e.g., caused by              
interpolation) and ignoring heat diffusion in model output, the mismatch between the ocean heat              
content changing rate and Arctic net heat flux can have the same order of magnitude as this                 
value.” (page 26). It is not clear what is meant here. Please reword and improve the explanation. It                  
does not seem satisfactory that the increased heat content cannot be explained. “Our model              
results show that the magnitude of the AW temperature is not lower in LOW” (page 26) – is this                   
shown in Figure 5? Is this the maximum or depth integrated magnitude of AW temperature? 
Reply: The first few sentences of this paragraph are removed to avoid misleading. In our practice                
we found that we cannot close the heat budget for the Arctic ocean domain: summing up all heat                  
fluxes, we get the net heat flux into the Arctic Ocean; there is misfit between this net heat flux and                    
the total heat content change in the Arctic Ocean. The model conserves tracers, so we believe the                 
misfit is mainly due to interpolation errors when we calculate heat transports during offline analysis               
of the model results, although neglecting diffusion of temperature across gateways in the analysis              
can also contribute to the misfit. The misfit is small, compared to individual components of heat                
source/sink fluxes (ocean heat fluxes through different gateways and different components of            
atmospheric heat fluxes), but it is as large as the heat flux source required to explain the difference                  
of heat content between the two simulations. Therefore, we analyze passive tracers to help us to                
understand the difference of AW water masses. The paragraph is modified to make it clearer. 
 
11. Over-estimation of liquid freshwater content 
Both LOW and HIGH over-estimate the liquid freshwater (FW) content. This is noted on page 18,                
line 11. What are the reasons for this over-estimation? Is it expected this can be further reduced by                  
further increasing resolution? 
Reply: We do not expect that the reason is model resolution. Discussion on this was given in                 
section 5.2.a. 
 
“The variety of FW content distributions simulated in different ocean models shown by Wang et al. 
(2016b) presumably can be partly attributed to different model representations of the CAA region.” 
– this is could be true, but this does not add significantly. Can it be backed up by other studies? 
What are the different representations? How do they relate to the HIGH CAA configuration here? 
Do other representations – that are most closely related to the one here – show similar 
changes/improvements/indications? Some of this is discussed much later on in 5.3 and 6. It 
appears a key consideration here given focus on resolution and representation and might be good 
to have its own section? 
Reply: We used the HIGH-CAA experiment to show that the representation of CAA region can               
influence the FW content spatial pattern (in section 4.2). It is based on this finding that we                 
speculate that the variety of FW content spatial pattern shown by Wang et al. 2016b can be partly                  
attributed to the CAA representation in coarse models (in section 4.3). In that study, it was shown                 
that climate ocean models have very different width and resolution in the channels, which can               
certainly produce very uncertain ocean transports. The finding that better resolving CAA transport             
can impact also the Arctic basin FW distribution and the fact that currently CAA is not resolved in                  
ocean climate models are the major information that we want to address. Each model development               
group has the task: Inspect the ocean transports through main ocean gateways. 
 
12. Passive tracer implementation 



Figure 11 includes the comments “Note that the passive tracers were set to zero south of Fram and 
Davis Straits. The passive tracers are averaged over the upper 100 m.” These are details better 
included inline in the text. This raises additional questions. For the tracer 
φ, the above implies: 
∂∂t∫Vφ dV= 0 (1) 
So tracer total is not conserved? Please elaborate on why this is done and its implications. 
What is the reason for averaging the tracer over the top 100m? Is this type of analysis done 
elsewhere, under the same conditions? 
Reply: We did not manually change passive tracers after they enter the Arctic Ocean in the model                 
simulations. We just did not plot them in the figure for the paper. The caption is changed to avoid                   
misleading. As we are discussing the surface water (the FW), we show the passive tracers in the                 
upper ocean. 
 
13. FW variability 
Referring to these sentences in section 4.4: 
– 
“Compared to the period of 1980-2000, the mean Arctic FW content averaged over the 2000s has 
increased by about 4500 km3 based on observations (Polyakov et al., 2013b; Haine et al., 2015), 
while the increase is only about 1700 km3 in our two simulations (Table 1).” 
– 
“On average the 13 CORE-II models analyzed in Wang et al. (2016b) underestimated the observed               
upward trend also by half.” Observations show mean Arctic FW content has increased nearly 3               
times that seen in the model simulations presented. Why is this? The paper highlights that on                
average CORE-II models underestimate by a half. These models have a significantly lower             
resolution than the HIGH case considered here, yet the above implies this higher-resolution             
simulation performs more poorly than the average. Why is this? 
Reply: the first two paragraphs discussed two “different diagnostics”. The first is about the              
“difference of FW content” between two chosen periods which have been considered by Haine et               
al., 2015. This diagnostic was not analyzed in Wang et al. 2016b. The second diagnostic is the                 
“linear trend of FW content” computed from 1996 to 2009, which we compare to the estimate                
based on observations (Haine et al, 2015 and Polyakov et al. 2013b) and the analysis of Wang et                  
al. 2016b. The linear trend is slightly higher and closer to the observational estimate in HIGH than                 
in LOW as represented in the second paragraph. Anyway, the difference between HIGH and LOW               
in terms of the trend of FW content is not very significant. This implies that other model parameters                  
may play large roles for this diagnostic, and we tried to address this point in general including the                  
very last paragraph of the paper (see also the reply to another comment about the very last                 
paragraph above). 
 
The paragraph on temporal variation (page 22, line 7) ends with “Simulation HIGH consistently 
obtains positive changes in the Eurasian Basin, but with a larger magnitude. It has negative values 
north of Greenland, which is not present in the observation.” 
which appear unexplained. Can you suggest why negative changes are seen north of Greenland?              
and the positive change in the Eurasian Basin?  
Reply: The FW content in the Eurasian Basin increases between the two periods in the model,                
consistent to the observation. The background of FW increase in the Arctic Ocean was given in the                 
introduction subsection (4.1). For the change of FW content in the small region north of Greenland,                
the model shows local decrease. Too many reasons can cause the difference of the model from                
the observations, including the pathway of liquid FW (of different sources) and the local sea ice                
condition, and uncertainties due to very sparse observations as well. But such speculation is too               
general and will not give more information. Based on the fact that the model largely captures the                 
spatial pattern of FW increase, and we just pointed out the place of the clear difference from                 
observations without much general speculation. We add “Further efforts are required to understand             
the reason.” (p22, l9) 



 
On “The interannual variability of FW transport through the Arctic gateways shows large similarity              
between the two simulations (Fig. 13a-c).” It does not seem correct to characterise this as a large                 
similarity. There is some agreement in the anomaly trend, but also large deviations. Fig. 13(a)               
shows HIGH has a very significant deviation in the first two decades 1950-1970 of the six decades                 
considered. The magnitude of the deviation is of the order of the max change seen, so arguably                 
significant. Why the deviation? Is it linked to the excessively warmer waters see entering through               
the Fram Strait in the model output? 
Reply: As mentioned in one of the above comments, the first 20 years are spinup phase, when the                  
FW transports behave differently in the two simulations especially for the Fram Strait. Afterwards,              
the correlation is high (Table 1). The period 1980-2009 is considered in the Table. To be clear, in                  
the text we change to “The interannual variability of FW transport through the Arctic gateways               
shows large similarity between the two simulations after the spin-up phase (Fig. 13a-c). The              
correlation coefficients between the FW transports from the two simulations are similar at the Davis               
and Fram Straits (0.75 and 0.78, respectively for the period of 1980--2009, Table 1). (p23, l1) 
 
14. Outcomes 
“Instead, we often modify the geometry of the CAA channels to allow adequate CAA throughflow.               
Such model adjustment, however, is not trivial as shown by the large model spread in CAA FW                 
transports among the ocean climate models analyzed in Wang et al. (2016b).” (Page 30, line 27).                
This can be considered yet another parameterisation and the same approaches made to analyse              
its impact. “When developing global climate models, the modeling groups certainly need more             
efforts to better adjust the CAA representation. Besides, maintaining high resolution measurements            
of ocean transports is of great importance for model development too.” (Page 30, line 29). This                
does not add anything significant. Can the authors suggest a solution to CAA             
representation/parameterisation?  
Reply: CAA representation means how to adjust the geometry and grids in the CAA channels. In                
the work of Wang et al. 2016b, it was found that model development groups often treat the narrow                  
straits without examining the results, and people often forget who did the mesh and how it was                 
done. Therefore, our purpose here is to repeat the importance of adequate treatment of the straits                
and warn model developers to take care. We cannot suggest solutions beyond this, which can be                
model dependent. 
 
“Most of the models analyzed in past CORE-II model intercomparison studies have relatively             
coarse resolution. For developing our unstructured-mesh model system with regional focus, it            
would be helpful to communicate experience with the large structured-mesh model community, for             
example, in future high resolution ocean climate model intercomparison projects.” (Page 31, line 1).              
This could be better worded. Do you mean “Most of the test cases/configurations in past               
CORE-II...”? – and you are suggesting a suite of higher resolution intercomparison test cases? 
Rely: we modify the last sentence to “ .... (for example, through the future CMIP projects where                 
increasing model resolution will be pursued (Haarsma et al. 2016)).” (p31 ,l 11) 
 
 
15. Other small points 
(a) Last line of the abstract sounds disjoint, given the paper concerns increased resolution. Maybe               
something like: “Along with increased resolution, we additionally discuss other issues that could             
benefit from development to help increase accuracy in the region, including the improvement of              
parameterizations, for example.” 
Reply: changed to “... appear not to be very sensitive to the increase in resolution employed here.                 
By highlighting the issues that are independent on model resolution, we address that other efforts               
including the improvement of parameterizations are still required.” (the last sentence of the             
abstract) 
 



(b) Lars Smedsrud et al. have recently published (January 2017 – you cite as “Smedsrud et al.,                 
2017” ) on Fram Strait sea ice export – can this help update the 11+ year old figure and error in                     
Table 1? “Fram Strait sea ice export variability and September Arctic sea ice extent over the last 80                  
years” The Cryosphere, doi:10.5194/tc-11-65-2017. There appears to be some large deviations in            
Fram Strait fluxes here, comparing FESOM model output and observations. 
Reply: Uncertainties in observations come mainly from ice thickness estimate. The Smedsrud            
paper does not intend to solve this issue, but rather focuses on “area flux”. 
 
(c) Page 24, line 21: Part of a general request for more quantitative statements: “Note that much                 
higher model resolution is required in order to simulate sea ice leads with realistic width.” What                
resolution is required? Is it therefore expected that increase in sea-ice model resolution which see               
no advantage until this is reached? 
Reply: changed to “... because they are typically narrower than 1 km in reality (Tschudi et al.,                 
2002).” At least when such width can be properly resolved, the related physical processes can be                
directly simulated. Otherwise parameterizations are required. (p24,l21) 
 
 
Technical corrections 
1. Use of the definite article “the” appears to have been skipped in multiple places throughout the                 
paper. e.g. Page 10, line 6: “The maximum temperature in Eurasian Basin in simulation” , Page 11,                 
line 8: “correct circulation direction in Canadian Basin”. 
Reply: we corrected these place and tried to proofread the text. 
 
2. Page 1, line 14: 
“including improving parameterizations” , better: “including the improvement of parameterizations”. 
Reply: changed. (p1, l14) 
 
3. Page 1, line 22: “deep water formation regions” 
better worded as “regions where deep water is formed”? 
Reply: changed (p1, l22) 
 
4. Page 2, line 16: 
“lower latitudes ocean and climate”, change to “lower latitude ocean and climate”. 
Reply: changed (p2, l16) 
 
5. Page 2, line 16: 
“societal” is better here than “social”. 
Reply: changed (p2, l16) 
 
6. Page 2, line 16: 
“that remains under debate” better. 
Reply: changed (p2, l16) 
 
7. Please check capitalisation in references, e.g. 
– Wekerle et al. (2013) should contain “Canadian Arctic Archipelago”. 
– Schauer et al (2002) “Amundsen” and “Makarov”. 
– “Arctic” , “Fram” and “Barents” in Maslowski et al. (2004). 
– … 
Reply: changed 
 
8. Page 25, line 3: 
“(e.g., Smedsrud” comma not needed – please check throughout. 



Reply: this depends on the journal requirement. We leave this for the production editor to decide 
and change. 
 
9. Figure 14(f) is not labelled “(f)”. Also, the coastline is not identified like the others 
(a)–(e). 
Reply: changed 
 
10. Figure 2 caption: 
“Values larger than one indicate mesoscale eddy resolving.” the meaning is understood, but please 
make into a sentence. 
Reply: changed to “With resolution finer than two grid cells per Rossby radius models may start to                 
resolve mesoscale eddies....” 
 
11. Page 5, line 3: 
“It work with” , change to “It works with”. 
Reply: changed (p4, l42) 
 
12. Page 5, line 15: 
“shows *the* least”. 
Reply: these sentences are removed now. 
 
13. Page 6, line 21: 
“one over the ocean column” 
– is this one over the ocean depth? water column thickness? 
Reply: changed to “in the whole ocean column”. (p6 ,l1) 
 
14. Pages 4 and 6: Please avoid repetition of the 
“Time frame of 7 model years per day”. 
Reply: the second-time phrase is removed (page 6)  
 
15. Min and max values are missing in many colour bars – e.g. Figures 2b, 3a, 3c, 
7a, 7b, 8a-e, 10, ... – This is very helpful for future studies comparing to this work. 
Please ensure all min and maxes are labelled. 
Reply: Revised. 
 
16. Some axis do not have end values – e.g. time axes in Figure 9. Is this data until 
2009? Please make it clear where the axis ends (mark with year, or make it a 
decade to 2010). Same with Fig 3, 12, 13, … 
Reply: the shown integration period is added in the figure captions. 
 
17. Use of the definite article “the” appears inconsistent – e.g. 
“towards the Fram Strait” on page 7 (twice), but “toward Fram Strait” on page 8. 
Reply: missing “the” is added. 
 
18. Spelling of “elucidate” page 2, line 34. 
Reply: sentence removed. 
 
19. 
“Dupont, F., and others (2015)” 
– please elucidate on the “others”. 
Reply: corrected 
 
20. 



“CAA” unnecessarily redefined in figure 10. 
Reply: For readers who only read figures, we prefer to explain abbreviation in the figure captions. 
 
21. Possibly move the reference to Holloway et al. (2007) on page 11 up to the 
introduction of topostrophy – so readers know where to find its definition. 
Reply: the reference is added after “topostrophy”. (p11, l1) 
 
22. Page 11, line 10: 
“Indeed, the Arctic Ocean hydrography obtained on mesh LOW was found to be one of the well 
simulated when comparing the state-of-the-art ocean climate models (Ilicak et al., 2016)” 
“one of the well simulated” does not read well and the sentence is verbose. Last part better                 
rephrased as “when compared to the suite of state-of-the-art climate models in Ilicak et al. (2016)”? 
Reply: changed to “Indeed, the Arctic Ocean hydrography obtained on mesh LOW is well simulated               
when compared to the suite of state-of-the-art ocean climate models analyzed in Ilicak et al.               
(2016).” (p11,l5) 
 
23. Page 12, line 10: 
“between the two models” or “between models”. 
Reply: changed 
 
24. Page 18. line 2: Please refer directly to the section number rather than this loose reference. 
Reply: “Section 4.2” is added. (p20, l6) 
 
25. Page 24, line 11: 
“in *the* 2000s”. 
Reply: added (p24, l6) 
 
26. Page 30, line 4: 
“without necessity” , please reword – “without *the* necessity”? 
Reply: added (p30, l3) 
 
27. Page 33, line 1: Space in URL. 
Reply: space removed (p33, l16) 
 
 
 
Best regards 
the authors 
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Abstract. In the framework of developing a global modeling system which can facilitate modeling studies on Arctic Ocean

and high-mid latitude linkage, we evaluate the Arctic Ocean simulated by the multi-resolution ocean sea-ice model FESOM.

To explore the value of using high horizontal resolution for Arctic Ocean modeling, we use two global meshes differing in

the horizontal resolution only in the Arctic Ocean (24 km vs. 4.5 km). The high resolution significantly improves the model’s

representation of the Arctic Ocean. The most pronounced improvement is in the Arctic intermediate layer, in terms of both5

Atlantic Water (AW) mean state and variability. The deepening and thickening bias of the AW layer, a common issue found

in coarse resolution simulations, is significantly alleviated by using higher resolution. The topographic steering of the AW is

stronger and the seasonal and interannual temperature variability along the ocean bottom topography is enhanced in the high

resolution simulation. The high resolution also improves the ocean surface circulation, mainly through a better representation

of the narrow straits in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA). The representation of CAA throughflow not only influences10

the release of water masses through the other gateways, but also the circulation pathways inside the Arctic Ocean. However, the

mean state and variability of Arctic freshwater content and the variability of freshwater transport through the Arctic gateways

appear not to be very sensitive to the increase in resolution employed here. By highlighting the issues that are independent on

model resolution, we address that other efforts including the improvement of parameterizations are still required.

1 Introduction15

The Arctic Ocean is the smallest among the world oceans, but it is a very important component of the global climate system

due to its geographical location. The atmosphere transports moisture to northern high latitudes and supplies precipitation to

the land and ocean. By receiving freshwater through river discharge and direct precipitation the Arctic Ocean is thus a large

freshwater reservoir (Serreze et al., 2006; Dickson et al., 2007; Rudels, 2015; Carmack et al., 2016). The inflow through

Bering Strait is also considered as an Arctic freshwater source because the salinity of Pacific Water is lower than the mean20

Arctic salinity (Roach et al., 1995; Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005). The Arctic Ocean feeds the North Atlantic with its excess

freshwater through Fram and Davis Straits (Fig. 1). The released freshwater passes by the regions where deep water is formed,

which could have significant impacts on the large scale ocean circulation (Aagaard et al., 1985; Goosse et al., 1997; Hakkinen,
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1999; Holland et al., 2001; Wadley and Bigg, 2002; Jungclaus et al., 2005; Arzel et al., 2008; Jahn and Holland, 2013). The

liquid freshwater stored in the upper Arctic Ocean results in a strong stratification and helps to form a permanent halocline.

This limits the upward heat flux from the underlying warm water and allows for a persistence of sea ice cover (Rudels et al.,

1996). The latter plays a crucial role for the climate by constraining air-sea heat, momentum and constituents exchange. The

Arctic Ocean is also fed by warm and saline Atlantic Water, which circulates mainly cyclonically under the cold halocline and5

provides a possible heat source of Arctic sea ice basal melting (Polyakov et al., 2010, 2013a). The intermediate Arctic waters

leave the Arctic basins through Fram Strait, the only deep Arctic gateway, supplying part of the dense waters that feed the

Atlantic overturning circulation (Rudels and Friedrich, 2000; Karcher et al., 2011).

The Arctic air temperature increased more strongly than the global mean temperature in the recent decades (the “Arctic

Amplification”, e.g., Serreze and Barry, 2011). In the meantime the Arctic Ocean is undergoing unprecedented changes, with a10

freshening trend in the surface layer (Proshutinsky et al., 2009; McPhee et al., 2009; Rabe et al., 2011; Polyakov et al., 2013b;

Haine et al., 2015), warming events (Dmitrenko et al., 2008; Polyakov et al., 2012, 2013b), and significant sea ice decline

(Kwok et al., 2009; Comiso, 2012; Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012; Stroeve et al., 2012; Laxon et al., 2013). These changes

are accompanied not only by a shift in ocean circulation regimes and physical conditions, but also by substantial changes in

biogeochemical processes (Arrigo and van Dijken, 2015; Tremblay et al., 2015). The on-going and future Arctic changes could15

have a large influence on lower latitude ocean and climate with potential societal impact, although it is a subject that remains

under debate (e.g., Vihma, 2014; Wallace et al., 2014).

Despite a lot of success in modeling studies of the Arctic Ocean, the state-of-the-art ocean general circulation models still

show non-negligible model biases, as illustrated by different model intercomparison studies (Jahn et al., 2012; Johnson et al.,

2012; Aksenov et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a, b; Ilicak et al., 2016). For example, in the earlier Arctic Ocean Intercomparison20

Project (AOMIP, Proshutinsky and Kowalik, 2007; Proshutinsky et al., 2011), it was identified that too thick Atlantic Water

layers in the Arctic Ocean were simulated in the models, very possibly due to spurious numerical mixing (Holloway et al.,

2007; Karcher et al., 2007). In the recent Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments, phase II (CORE-II, Griffies et al.,

2012) project, it was found that this issue still remains one decade later (Ilicak et al., 2016). Large model biases in the upper

Arctic Ocean are another common issue in many ocean general circulation models as shown by Wang et al. (2016a, b). They25

found that the mean state of the liquid freshwater and sea ice simulated in the CORE-II models, including their storage and the

Arctic-Subarctic fluxes, shows a very pronounced spread among models, although the temporal variability is more consistently

represented. They also showed that all the CORE-II models experienced a dramatic increase in their Arctic liquid freshwater

content during the first few decades of model simulations, and the spread of simulated liquid freshwater transport through Fram

and Davis Straits amounts to as much as 50% of the mean transport values. The large model uncertainty identified in previous30

studies calls for further model development efforts in the community.

There are many narrow straits in the world’s oceans, which play important roles in connecting different ocean basins but

are difficult to resolve with resolution typically used in large scale ocean models. The Arctic Ocean is enclosed by continents

and connected to lower latitude oceans via narrow straits. Especially, the three main Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA)

channels have widths of about 10 km, 30 km and 50 km at their narrowest locations (Melling, 2000). It was shown that the35
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Figure 1. Schematic of main ocean circulations in the pan-Arctic Ocean. The freshwater circulation is shown with light blue arrows, and the

Atlantic Water (AW) circulation is shown with red/orange arrows. The gray patch in the background shows the ocean bottom bathymetry.

The black lines indicate the four Arctic gateways. The magenta line crossing the North Pole indicates the location of the transect shown in

Fig. 8e,f.
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ocean fluxes through these narrow channels can be reasonably resolved when using very high horizontal resolution in model

simulations (about 4 km, Wekerle et al., 2013). High resolution is also required to resolve small scale dynamics which could

have impact on larger scale circulation and water mass properties. As the first baroclinic Rossby radius is small (about 1 to 15

km) in the Arctic Ocean (Nurser and Bacon, 2014), mesoscale-eddy resolving is difficult to achieve for long simulations even

in regional Arctic Ocean models. For process studies, however, simulations with 1–2 km resolution have been used to resolve5

mesoscale dynamics and ocean circulation in Fram Strait (Kawasaki and Hasumi, 2015; Hattermann et al., 2016; Wekerle

et al., 2017b). As computational resources grow with time, the modeling community tends to use higher and higher model

resolution. Certainly there is a need in the modeling community to evaluate high resolution models with respect to the common

model issues identified in previous model studies as mentioned above.

In the framework of our own model development, we aim to develop a coupled model system that can facilitate to carry10

out climate research with focus on the Arctic Ocean and Arctic lower-latitude linkage. We use the global Finite Element Sea

ice Ocean Model (FESOM, Wang et al., 2014) as its ocean/sea ice component. This model employs unstructured meshes and

allows for variable resolution without traditional nesting. With it we are able to allocate finer resolution in the northern high

latitudes than in many other parts of the global ocean. In practice, however, optimal ocean resolution in the Arctic Ocean needs

to be decided. The finally chosen resolution should help to adequately simulate the key ocean dynamics with confined model15

biases. At the same time the model system should not be too costly as it will be used in long climate simulations. As one of the

first steps towards designing such a system, in this paper we evaluate the simulated Arctic Ocean by FESOM on a global mesh

with 4.5 km resolution inside the Arctic Ocean (see Fig. 2). This resolution is higher than typical resolutions used in current

climate models (one fourth to one degree) while we still obtain a reasonably high model throughput of about 8 model years per

day.20

For our purpose we carried out ocean simulations driven by prescribed CORE-II atmospheric forcing. A coarse resolution

setup of FESOM (with 24 km in the Arctic Ocean) has been used in previous CORE-II studies. We will compare the 4.5 km

model results with those from this coarse setup to understand the impact of model resolution. The most climate-relevant metrics

of the Arctic Ocean, that is, the Atlantic Water property, the Arctic freshwater budget and sea ice state were used to evaluate the

state-of-the-art ocean climate models in the CORE-II Arctic studies (Ilicak et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a, b). These studies25

provided background knowledge on the Arctic Ocean representation in those models and identified their common issues. In

this paper we will mainly focus on the key diagnostics used in these studies for evaluating our simulations.

The model setups will be described in Section 2. The results about Atlantic Water and freshwater budget of the Arctic Ocean

will be presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, followed by discussions (Section 5) and summary (Section 6).

2 Model setup30

The latest version of FESOM (Wang et al., 2014) is used in this study. The ocean dynamical core stems from the early study of

Danilov et al. (2004) and Wang et al. (2008). It works with unstructured triangular meshes, so variable grid resolution can be

conveniently applied without the necessity of using traditional nesting. It is coupled to a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model
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(a) Mesh resolution (b) Ratio (Rossby radius/resolution)

Figure 2. (a) The horizontal grid size of a mesh with 4.5 km in the Arctic Ocean (referred to as mesh HIGH in this paper). (b) Ratio between

the first baroclinic Rossby radius and grid size shown with the log2 scale for mesh HIGH. With resolution finer than two grid cells per Rossby

radius models may start to resolve mesoscale eddies depending on numerical mixing in the model. The Rossby radius is calculated for each

season and the local minimum is used for (b).

(Timmermann et al., 2009; Danilov et al., 2015), which is based on the Parkinson and Washington (1979) thermodynamics

and uses an updated version of the elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP, Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997) rheology. The sea ice model is

discretized on the same surface mesh as the ocean model by using an unstructured-mesh method too.

A blend of two bottom topography data sets is used. North of 69oN the 2 km resolution version of the International Bathy-

metric Chart of the Arctic Oceans (IBCAO, Jakobsson et al., 2008) is used, while south of 64oN the 1 min resolution version5

of the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) is used. Between 64oN and 69oN the topography is taken as a

linear combination of the two data sets. An explicit second-order flux-corrected-transport (FCT) scheme (Löhner et al., 1987)

is employed in the tracer equations. It helps to preserve monotonicity and eliminate overshoots.

The diapycnal mixing is parameterized with the k-profile scheme proposed by Large et al. (1994). In case of static instability

the vertical mixing coefficients are increased as a parametrization for unresolved vertical overturning processes. We apply10

biharmonic friction with a Smagorinsky (1963) viscosity, which is flow-dependent. The Redi (1982) isoneutral diffusion with

small slope approximation and the Gent and McWilliams (1990, GM) parameterization in a skew diffusion form (Griffies, 1998)

are used. A reference value is determined for neutral diffusivity and GM thickness diffusivity at each surface grid location by

considering the local horizontal resolution. It is then scaled by the squared buoyancy frequency to obtain 3D diffusivity (Wang

et al., 2014).15
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Figure 3. Hovmöller diagram of mean potential temperature for the (a) Eurasian Basin and (b) Canadian Basin obtained in the simulation

LOW. (c),(d) are the same as (a),(b) but for simulation HIGH. The whole integration period 1950–2009 is shown.

Two global meshes are compared in this study. The first one (LOW) has 1 degree nominal horizontal resolution in most

part of the world’s ocean. In the equatorial band the resolution is doubled, and north of 45oN the resolution is set to about 24

km. On the second mesh (HIGH) the horizontal resolution is further increased to 4.5 km inside the Arctic Ocean (defined by

the Arctic gateways of Bering Strait, CAA, Fram Strait and Barents Sea Opening, Fig. 2a). Mesh LOW has been used in the

CORE-II model intercomparison studies, and mesh HIGH has been used in a recent study on Arctic sea ice leads (Wang et al.,5

2016c). Judged by comparing the Rossby radius and grid size (Fig. 2b) and inspecting the simulation result, mesh HIGH is not

well eddy resolving in the Arctic Ocean, while it permits eddies in the Eurasian and Canadian Basins. To explain the impact

of model resolution on the spatial distribution of FW in the Arctic basins, we carried out one sensitivity experiment on an

additional mesh (HIGH-CAA). It has 24 km resolution in the Arctic Ocean, except inside the CAA straits where the resolution

is increased to 4.5 km. This mesh has been used in the CAA throughflow study by Wekerle et al. (2013).10

The reference value of the neutral and GM thickness diffusivity is 50m2/s at 24 km resolution, and 4m2/s at 4.5 km. In the

vertical 47 z-levels are used with resolution of 10 m in the top 100 m and gradually decreased downwards. The background

vertical diffusivity is set to 10−5m2/s. Three passive tracers are used to illustrate the pathways of different inflow water masses

from Fram Strait, Barents Sea Opening (BSO) and Bering Strait. Initially the concentration of these tracers is set to zero. During
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the simulations they are restored to one in the whole ocean column within these straits. Adding these passive tracers reduces

the model throughput by about 20%.

As discussed by Griffies et al. (2009), ocean climate models without a coupled active atmospheric model lack many of

the feedbacks present in a fully coupled system, which necessitates restoring of model sea surface salinity (SSS) to observed

climatological SSS in global ocean models. In addition, SSS restoring helps to avoid unbounded local salinity trends that can5

occur in response to inaccuracies in, for example, precipitation. The strength of SSS restoring (defined by a piston velocity) in

our simulations is 50m over 300days, a value used in many CORE-II models (Danabasoglu et al., 2014). The impact of SSS

restoring will be discussed in the discussion section.

The model is forced by the CORE-II interannual atmospheric data set (Large and Yeager, 2009) from 1950 to 2009. The

ocean is initialized with temperature and salinity fields from the Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology v.3 (PHC3,10

Steele et al., 2001) and starts from a steady state, and sea ice is initialized with climatological fields obtained from a previous

simulation. Interannual monthly mean river runoff is taken from the data provided by Dai et al. (2009), and in the model the

river water is spread over a range of 300 km near river mouths to count for unresolved processes (Wang et al., 2014).

3 Atlantic Water in the Arctic Ocean

At the beginning of this and the next sections we will briefly introduce the present understanding of the Arctic Ocean dynamics15

and changes, and the major issues to be discussed. Then the model results will be presented.

3.1 Background

A schematic of Atlantic Water (AW) circulation in the pan-Arctic Ocean is shown in Fig. 1. Saline and warm AW enters

the Nordic Seas via the northern limb of the North Atlantic Current through the Greenland-Scotland Ridge, and continues

northwards in the Nordic Seas in two branches of the Norwegian Atlantic Current (NwAC, Orvik and Niiler, 2002). When20

approaching the BSO, the eastern branch bifurcates with one branch entering the shallow Barents Sea and the other flowing

towards the Fram Strait. The AW that enters the Barents Sea loses most of its heat (Skagseth et al., 2008; Smedsrud et al.,

2013), and these modified waters flow into the intermediate layer of the Arctic Ocean via St. Anna Trough, or contribute to

the halocline (Karcher and Oberhuber, 2002; Dmitrenko et al., 2011, 2015; Aksenov et al., 2011). The western branch of

the NwAC and the remainder of the eastern NwAC branch continue towards the Fram Strait, and form the West Spitsbergen25

Current (WSC). At Fram Strait, a fraction of AW carried in the WSC recirculates and flows southwards in the East Greenland

Current. The remaining part of the WSC enters the Arctic Ocean at depth, carrying the heat of the AW (Rudels and Friedrich,

2000; Schauer et al., 2008; Beszczynska-Moeller et al., 2012).

The AW below the halocline circulates mainly cyclonically along the continental slope and mid-ocean ridges as topograph-

ically steered boundary currents (Rudels et al., 1994; Karcher et al., 2003). The warmer Fram Strait branch and colder BSO30

branch converge north of the Kara Sea (Schauer et al., 2002; Karcher and Oberhuber, 2002; Maslowski et al., 2004) and con-

tinue eastward along the Eurasian slope. After passing the Laptev Sea slope, the boundary current bifurcates into one branch
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following the Lomonosov Ridge and another following the continental slope (Woodgate et al., 2001). The former brings the

AW toward the Fram Strait, while the latter continues into the Canadian Basin. Interannual changes in AW temperature can

propagate into the Arctic Ocean via the Fram Strait inflow, leading to temperature variability along the AW boundary current

(Gerdes et al., 2003). Pronounced warming events in the Arctic AW layer have been observed in recent decades (Polyakov et al.,

2012, 2013b). These recent unprecedented warming implies that the Arctic deep basins are undergoing significant changes.5

In previous model intercomparison studies with focus on Arctic AW (Holloway et al., 2007; Karcher et al., 2007), it was

found that one outstanding issue in most ocean models is the unrealistic deepening and thickening of the AW layer. Numerical

mixing associated with the advection operator was suggested to be the major cause (Holloway et al., 2007). The recent CORE-

II study indicates that the state-of-the-art ocean general circulation models which are currently used in climate studies still

suffer from the deepening of the AW layer (Ilicak et al., 2016). In the following we will explore whether and to what extent10

this problem can be alleviated by increasing horizontal resolution. Besides the mean state of the AW, we will investigate the

model representation of decadal warming and variability on seasonal and interannual time scales.

3.2 Spin-up of the AW in Arctic basins

The annual mean temperature horizontally averaged in Eurasian and Canadian basins is plotted as a function of time and depth

in Fig. 3. The two basins are defined as the Arctic region where the ocean bottom is deeper than 500 m, and separated by15

the Lomonosov Ridge. The basin mean temperature shows a very different temporal evolution in the two simulations. In the

Eurasian Basin the warm AW layer thickens with time during the first 15 model years in the low resolution simulation (LOW),

while the layer thickness remains quasi-steady (up to interannual variability) in the high resolution simulation (HIGH). After

initial spin-up the depth of temperature maxima is located at about 400 m in LOW, while in HIGH it remains at about 300 m,

the observed depth suggested by the hydrographic climatology. In the Canadian Basin the thickening and deepening of the AW20

layer is also very obvious in LOW. In this simulation the core of the AW layer deepens by about 100 m, changing from about

450 m to 550 m during the 60 model years. The model drift in the AW layer occurring during model spin-up is irreversible

afterwards. The longer simulation presented in the CORE-II model intercomparison work indicates that the depth of the AW

layer temperature maxima in the Canadian Basin continues deepening and stays at around 600 m depth after 300 model years

(Ilicak et al., 2016). In HIGH no thickening and deepening trend is found in the Canadian Basin. In both simulations the25

Eurasian Basin is featured with decadal warming events, and the Canadian Basin shows more pronounced warming in recent

years. Besides the mean state, the two simulations are also different in their representation of variability and decadal changes,

which will be assessed below.

3.3 Mean state of AW

To assess the spatial distribution of the AW in the Arctic Ocean, we show the Atlantic Water core temperature (AWCT) derived30

from 30 years mean model results in Fig. 4a. The AWCT is defined as the maximum temperature over the depth at each location.

The typical spatial pattern of AW is shown by the climatology. The WSC brings warm AW into the Fram Strait, with a fraction

recirculating southwards and the remaining part entering the Arctic Ocean. The latter passes the northern slope of Svalbard
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(a) Atlantic Water core temperature (AWCT)

(b) Depth of the AWCT

Figure 4. (a) Atlantic Water core temperature (AWCT) for (from left to right) simulations LOW and HIGH and the PHC climatology. (b)

The same as (a) but for the depth of AWCT. Shelf regions (<200 m) are not shown. The model results are averaged from 1970 to 1999 for

the purpose to compare to the PHC climatology.

and flows along the continental slope eastward in the Eurasian Basin. There is a strong contrast in temperature between the

Eurasian and Canadian Basins, separated by the Lomonosov Ridge. The cold Barents Sea branch of AW enters the basin at

the St. Anna Trough and circulates cyclonically as boundary current over the continental slope. Although both simulations can

capture these main features, the warm AW is more confined in the Eurasian Basin in simulation HIGH than LOW. The AW

boundary current starting from the St. Anna Trough towards the Lomonosov Ridge is much narrower in simulation HIGH,5

while it is horizontally more spread in LOW. The observed AWCT is located above 300 m depth in most part of the Eurasian

Basin, and deepens towards the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 4b). Simulation HIGH largely reproduces the spatial change of the AWCT

depth, and the depth in both the Eurasian and Canadian Basins is well represented. In simulation LOW the AWCT is deeper

than the observation in most of the Arctic regions, and the contrast between the Eurasian and Canadian Basins is not as obvious

as in the observation and simulation HIGH.10

Simulation LOW obtains a vertically extended AW layer on basin scales, as shown by the mean temperature profiles in the

two basins (Fig. 5a). In this simulation the depth of temperature maxima deepens by about 100 m in both Arctic basins, with the
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(a) Temperature

(b) Salinity (c) Sensitivity of salinity to SSS rest.

Figure 5. (a) Mean temperature profiles in the Eurasian and Canadian Basins in the low and high resolution simulations. (b) The same as (a)

but for salinity. (c) The same as (b) but for comparing two low resolution simulations with and without sea surface salinity (SSS) restoring.

Model results are averaged from 1980 to 1999.

vertical extent of the warm layer reaching much deeper depth. The maximum temperature in the Eurasian Basin in simulation

HIGH is about 0.4oC higher than that in the PHC3 data, but the observed depth of the temperature maxima, at about 300 m,

is captured by this simulation. In the Canadian Basin the temperature of the Pacific Winter Water (located between the Pacific

Summer Water and about 200 m depth) is overestimated in both simulations, implying too strong vertical diffusion, which

mixes the cold water with warmer AW below. This feature is obviously not linked to model horizontal resolution and will be5

discussed in Section 5.
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(a) Change in the Atlantic Water core temperature (AWCT)

(b) Change in the depth of AWCT

Figure 6. (a) Difference of the Atlantic Water core temperature (AWCT) between the 1990s mean and 1970s mean (the former minus the

latter) in simulations LOW and HIGH and in observations (from left to right). (b) The same as (a) but for the depth of the AWCT. For the

model results the shelf regions (<200 m) are not shown. The observations of the two periods compared are derived from Polyakov et al.

(2012).

The AW circulation pattern was examined by comparing the topostrophy (Holloway et al., 2007) in the two simulations.

Cyclonic circulation dominates the AW layer boundary currents in both ocean basins similarly in the two simulations (not

shown). The fact that simulation LOW also has the correct circulation direction in the Canadian Basin is very possibly just

because its resolution is already fine compared to those with problems reported in previous studies (e.g., Holloway et al., 2007).

Indeed, the Arctic Ocean hydrography obtained on mesh LOW is well simulated when compared to the suite of state-of-the-art5

ocean climate models analyzed in Ilicak et al. (2016).

3.4 Variability of AW

Although the Arctic Ocean is at the far end of the North Atlantic Current northern limb, strong warming events have been

observed in the Arctic AW layer at the end of the 20th century and beginning of the 21st century (Gerdes et al., 2003; Karcher

et al., 2003; Polyakov et al., 2012). Despite very limited observations in the remote Arctic deep basins, averaged over decadal10
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time scales the warming events are outstanding and the compiled datasets can be used to assess the model representation of the

AW warming (Polyakov et al., 2012). In Fig. 6a the warming in the 1990s relative to the 1970s in the two model simulations and

observation is shown. The observation indicates a basinwise warming by about 1oC in the Eurasian Basin, which propagates

into the Canadian Basin crossing the Lomonosov Ridge along the continental slope. Simulation HIGH similarly shows a

basinwise warming in the Eurasian Basin, and slightly weaker penetration of the warming signal into the Canadian Basin5

compared to the observation. In this simulation the boundary current along the continental slope and Lomonosov Ridge shows

stronger warming than the basin interior, which is not seen in the observation. This could be partly due to the sparseness of

hydrography observations. Simulation LOW also obtains a warming signal in the 1990s, but mainly in the eastern Eurasian

Basin and over a large part of the Canadian Basin. As shown by the time series of the basin mean temperature in Fig. 3, there

is a strong warming and deepening trend in the Canadian Basin throughout simulation LOW. This model drift can explain part10

of the warming in LOW shown in Fig.6a .

The depth of the AWCT became shallower in the 1990s compared to the 1970s in the observation (Fig. 6b). Simulation HIGH

shows a consistent pattern in the change of AWCT depth, while the magnitude is about half of the observed. In simulation LOW

the depth becomes shallower in a small region in the sector of the East Siberian and Chukchi Seas, but it becomes deeper by

about 100 m north of the CAA. The latter can be attributed to the deepening trend of the AW in the model as shown in Fig. 3.15

In the following we will focus on the resolution dependency of the interannual variability of AWCT in the two simulations.

We use the standard deviation (std) of annual mean AWCT as an indicator of the interannual variability. As shown in Fig. 7,

the interannual variability is stronger in the Eurasian Basin and weakens along the AW advection pathway in both simulations.

In simulation HIGH, the std is more than 0.4oC in front of the Eurasian continental slope and along the Lomonosov Ridge

toward the North Pole. The highest std is found in the western Eurasian Basin where the boundary of the inflowing AW on the20

interior side changes its location most significantly. In simulation LOW, the std is in the range of 0.2−0.3oC along the path of

the AW circulation. Contrary to HIGH, there is no clear indication of stronger interannual variability along the topographically

steered boundary current in LOW. The interannual variability is advected to a larger area in the Canadian Basin in LOW, which

is consistent to the larger horizontal spreading of AW (Fig. 4a). Using a different model with resolution of 10 km, Lique and

Steele (2012) showed that the std of AWCT is in a range of about 0.1− 0.4oC in the Eurasian Basin, similar to that in our25

simulations. However, the spatial pattern of the std is very different from any of our simulations. In their simulation the highest

interannual variability is found starting from the Laptev Sea coast toward the Lomonosov Ridge directly crossing the Eurasian

Basin (figure 13 of Lique and Steele, 2012). In this respect the difference in the AW interannual variability induced by different

resolutions, although significant, is less pronounced than the difference between two different models.

The magnitude of mean seasonal cycle of the AWCT is also compared in Fig. 7. Both simulations show that the seasonal30

variability is advected from Fram Strait into the Arctic interior along the AW boundary current, and then the variability is

re-energized at the St. Anna Trough by the BSO branch. In simulation HIGH the magnitude of the AWCT seasonal cycle is

nearly 0.5oC in the boundary current downstream the St. Anna Trough, and decreases to about 0.2oC over the Laptev Sea

continental slope. In simulation LOW the magnitude of the seasonal variability along the continental slope is about half of

that in HIGH. When the boundary current bifurcates, with one branch circulating northward along the Lomonosov Ridge and35
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(a) 24 km

(b) 4.5 km

Figure 7. (left) The standard deviation (std) of the annual mean Atlantic Water core temperature (AWCT), (middle) the magnitude of the

AWCT mean seasonal variability, and (right) the ratio between the seasonal magnitude and the std of the annual mean, in (a) simulation

LOW and (b) HIGH for the period of 1980-2009. Note that nonlinear color scales are used in the plots of seasonal variability.

another penetrating into the Canadian Basin, the seasonal variability also propagates further along these branches. However,

the magnitude becomes smaller with distance, which is less than 0.05oC in HIGH and even lower in LOW. When compared

to the strength of interannual variability, in both simulations the seasonal variability is negligible except in the region north of

Svalbard and within the narrow boundary current. The most significant seasonal variability is found within the narrow boundary

current between the St. Anna Trough and the Laptev Sea continental slope in simulation HIGH, where the ratio between the5

magnitude of the AWCT seasonal cycle and the std of the annual mean AWCT is about 0.8. Therefore, the BSO branch supplies

a large part of the seasonal variability shown in this slope region. The spatial pattern of the AWCT seasonal variability in the

Arctic Ocean in our simulations is similar to that derived from a different model at 10 km resolution shown by Lique and Steele

(2012). However, the strength of the AWCT seasonal variability in their model simulation is similar to that obtained in our

simulation LOW and lower than in HIGH.10
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4 Salinity and freshwater budget

4.1 Background

A schematic of freshwater (FW) circulation in the pan-Arctic Ocean is shown in Fig. 1. The Arctic Ocean receives a large

amount of FW from river runoff, net precipitation, and Pacific Water through Bering Strait (Serreze et al., 2006; Dickson et al.,

2007; Haine et al., 2015; Carmack et al., 2016). Liquid FW is stored in the Arctic Ocean with a very non-uniform spatial5

distribution. The Canadian Basin is characterized by the largest FW content (Defined as the amount of pure FW that could be

taken out of the upper ocean so that the ocean salinity is changed to 34.8, the Arctic Ocean reference salinity (see Aagaard and

Carmack, 1989). In the calculation of the modelled FW content presented below, the integration is taken from ocean surface

to the depth where salinity is equal to the reference salinity). Especially in the Beaufort Gyre the FW amounts to about 20

m, whereas it is about 5-10 m in the Eurasian Basin (e.g., Rabe et al., 2011). The anticyclonic Beaufort Gyre is driven by the10

Beaufort Sea High in atmospheric pressure, which changes the FW content in Beaufort Gyre and the FW distribution between

the ocean basins by modulating convergence/divergence of Ekman transport (e.g., Proshutinsky et al., 2002, 2009; Giles et al.,

2012). Wind variability over continental shelves can locally induce more significant changes in FW content than the variability

from river fluxes, and the variation in large scale atmospheric circulation (Arctic Oscillation) can modify the pathway of river

runoff, thus changing the FW distribution between the Arctic basins (Dmitrenko et al., 2008; Morison et al., 2012).15

Both liquid FW and sea ice are drained by the Transpolar Drift and released through the Fram Strait. The liquid FW exported

through the Fram Strait is slightly larger than sea ice export (Serreze et al., 2006), but the difference has increased during the

last decade (Haine et al., 2015). Arctic liquid FW is also released to lower latitudes through the CAA and then the Davis Strait,

with an amount similar to that released through the Fram Strait (Serreze et al., 2006; Curry et al., 2014). Sea ice export through

the Davis Strait is much less than that from the Fram Strait. The possible climate relevance of the FW cycle in the Arctic Ocean20

and FW release to the North Atlantic is one of the main reasons for continued research on the Arctic FW budget in both the

observation and modeling communities (Carmack et al., 2016).

The liquid FW stored in the Arctic Ocean has been increasing starting from the mid-1990s as shown by observations

(Proshutinsky et al., 2009; McPhee et al., 2009; Giles et al., 2012; Polyakov et al., 2013b; Rabe et al., 2014), while sea ice

has a persistent declining trend in thickness and volume (Kwok et al., 2009; Laxon et al., 2013). The liquid FW export through25

the Davis Strait was observed to be lower in the 2000s than in the 1990s (Curry et al., 2014), while the Fram Strait liquid FW

export has slightly increased in the 2000s compared to the climatological value (Haine et al., 2015). In recent CORE-II model

studies using a suite of global ocean-sea ice models, it was shown that the recent increase in Arctic liquid FW content is caused

by both sea ice melting and reduction of total liquid FW export, with the former being more significant in most of the models

(Wang et al., 2016b). However, current observations, especially those of liquid FW budget, are still too sparse for the purpose30

of quantitative verification of the finding based on models.

In the CORE-II model intercomparison project, it was found that the simulated mean state of Arctic FW (FW content and

its spatial distribution, and FW transport through Arctic gateways) has significantly large model spreads, even though the same

atmospheric forcing was used (Wang et al., 2016a, b). Interannual variability of FW export via the Fram Strait is the least
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Figure 8. Hovmöller diagram of mean salinity for (a) the Eurasian Basin and (b) the Canadian Basin obtained in simulation LOW. (c),(d)

are the same as (a),(b) but for simulation HIGH. (e) Salinity at the transect along the 140oW/40oE longitude averaged over the 1980-1999

period in simulation HIGH, shown by the color patch and solid contours. The dashed contours indicate the salinity at the beginning of the

model simulation. This comparison between the initial state and the mean state when salinity does not show a strong trend is intended to

explain the salinity drift during spinup. (f) The same as (e) but for the passive tracer released in Bering Strait. The location of the transect is

indicated by the magenta line in Fig. 1. The whole simulation period 1950–2009 is shown in a-d.
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consistently simulated among different Arctic gateways, in both AOMIP and CORE-II models (Jahn et al., 2012; Wang et al.,

2016b). Besides, all the CORE-II models show a dramatic increase in the simulated Arctic liquid FW content during the model

spin-up phase; afterwards, the FW content stays at the overestimated level (unless overestimated AW salt inflow causes it to

drop in one particular model, Wang et al., 2016b). There are indications in some studies that higher model resolution might

improve the pathway and spatial distribution of liquid FW (Koldunov et al., 2014; Aksenov et al., 2016). In the following we5

will compare the Arctic FW budget simulated with FESOM using two different horizontal resolutions. The focus will be on

the impact on model spin-up, mean state, and interannual to decadal variability of the FW budget.

4.2 Spin-up of salinity and freshwater content

The annual mean salinity horizontally averaged over the Eurasian and Canadian Basins is plotted as a function of time and

depth in Fig. 8a-d. In both basins the salinity decreases with time, and it takes nearly 30 years for salinity to spin up to a quasi-10

equilibrium state in both basins. The two simulations show very similar results, except that the salinity drift in the Eurasian

Basin takes place in a relatively shorter period (about 20 years) in the high resolution (HIGH) than in the low resolution

simulation (LOW). In the Eurasian Basin the salinity drift takes place mainly in the upper 200 m, while in the Canadian Basin

mainly between 100 and 400 m depth. The different behavior implies that processes associated with the salinity drifts are

different in the two basins.15

The freshening of the Eurasian Basin in HIGH is illustrated in a transect along the 140oW/40oE longitude line in Fig. 8e.

Compared to the mean salinity in the first model year, the salinity becomes considerably lower near the Lomonosov Ridge

(located near the North Pole in this transect) after the model spin-up phase. The location of strong freshening coincides with

the pathway of the Pacific Water from the Bering Strait (Fig. 8f), which is carried by the Transpolar Drift together with FW

from the Eurasian riverine. Therefore, the freshening of the Eurasian Basin could be linked to model representation of the20

upper ocean circulation pathway and the spatial distribution of FW from the Bering Strait and river runoff. In simulation LOW

we obtain similar results, so changing model resolution does not influence the occurrence of this salinity drift.

The salinity drift is manifested in the time series of Arctic Ocean FW content (Fig. 9). In both simulations the total Arctic

liquid FW content increases nearly linearly in the first 20 years. The increase takes place mainly in the two basins, with a

similar magnitude. In the Canadian Basin the FW contents are almost identical in the two simulations for all the time, while25

the FW content in the Eurasian Basin is about 20% higher in simulation LOW after 30 model years. To explain the latter we

carried out one sensitivity experiment on mesh HIGH-CAA. Its resolution in the Arctic Ocean is the same as LOW (24 km),

but it has 4.5 km resolution inside the CAA straits. The spatial patterns of mean FW content (in m) from the three simulations

are shown in Fig. 10a-c. HIGH-CAA shows a pattern very similar to simulation HIGH, characterized by a large FW storage

in the Beaufort Gyre and a decrease of FW content from the Canadian Basin towards the Eurasian Basin as expected from30

observations (Fig. 10d). In the simulation LOW, more FW takes the release route through the Fram Strait, because the CAA

straits are poorly resolved with the coarse resolution and the CAA outflow is restricted (see more details in the section of

mean state). This increases the FW content in the western Eurasian Basin. Therefore, it is mainly resolving the narrow straits
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Figure 9. (a) Time series of annual mean total Arctic liquid freshwater (FW) content. The liquid FW content in the Eurasian Basin, Canadian

Basin and shelf regions are shown in (b)(c)(d), respectively. The FW content is calculated using a reference salinity of 34.8. The whole

integration period 1950–2009 is shown.
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Table 1. Arctic Ocean liquid and solid freshwater (FW) budget relative to a reference salinity of 34.8, and the net ocean volume transport

through Arctic gateways. The FW budget terms are shown for the periods 1980-2000 and 2000-2009 separately. The correlation coefficients

for fluxes obtained from the two simulations (LOW and HIGH) are shown for the period 1980-2009 in the last column, and all correlations

are significant at the 95% level. Liquid FW contents for the 2000-2009 period are shown with the changes relative to the 1980-2000 period.

FW fluxes are shown in km3/year, FW contents are in 104 km3, and ocean volume transports are in Sv. Positive fluxes indicate sources for

the Arctic Ocean.

1980-2000 after 2000 Model

Observation LOW HIGH Observation LOW HIGH correlation

Liquid freshwater

Fram Strait −2660± 528a -2306 -2115 −2800± 420b -1979 -1861 0.78

Davis Strait −3200± 320a -2263 -2887 −2900± 190b -2199 -2722 0.75

Bering Strait 2400?± 300a 2029 2170 2500± 100b 1932 2079 0.98

BSO −90± 94a -591 -441 −90± 90b -779 -664 0.90

Arctic FW content 6.92 c 8.69 8.19 (+0.45)b,d (+0.17) (+0.17)

Solid freshwater

Fram Strait −2300± 340a -2369 -2488 −1900± 280b -2065 -2154 0.95

Davis Strait −160±?a -416 -427 −320± 45b -320 -342 0.98

NH FW content 1.8e 2.28 2.21 1.44e 1.84 1.81

1980-2009 Model

Observation LOW HIGH correlation

Ocean volume flux

Fram Strait −2± 2.7f -2.18 -1.84 0.88

Davis Strait −3.2± 1.2 to -1.03 -1.69 0.90

−1.6± 0.2g

Bering Strait 0.8± 0.2h,i 0.87 0.95 0.99

BSO 2.0 to 2.3j,k,l 2.36 2.52 0.93

a Serreze et al. (2006), b Haine et al. (2015), c computed from PHC3 (Steele et al., 2001), d Polyakov et al. (2013b), e based on the PIOMAS

Arctic sea ice volume reanalysis (Schweiger et al., 2011) by assuming sea ice density of 910kg/m3 and salinity of 4psu, f Schauer et al.

(2008), g Curry et al. (2014), h Roach et al. (1995), i Woodgate and Aagaard (2005), j Smedsrud et al. (2010), k Skagseth et al. (2008), l

Smedsrud et al. (2013).

in simulation HIGH that leads to the difference of FW content spatial distribution from simulation LOW, rather than the high

resolution inside the Arctic Ocean.
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Mean 1993–2002

Difference between 2003–2007 and 1993–2002

Linear trend of FWC for 1996–2009

Figure 10. Mean liquid freshwater (FW) content (in m) for the period 1993–2002 for (a) LOW, (b) HIGH, (c) HIGH-CAA, and (d) obser-

vation of Rabe et al. (2011). Difference in liquid FW content between the periods 2003–2007 and 1993–2002 for (e) LOW, (f) HIGH, (g)

HIGH-CAA, and (h) observation. These two periods are chosen to be the same as those used by Wang et al. (2016b) for the convenience of

direct comparison. Linear trend of FW content (m/decade) for the period of increasing FW content (1996–2009, see Fig. 9a) for (i) LOW, (j)

HIGH and (k) HIGH-CAA. The FW content is calculated using a reference salinity of 34.8. The sensitivity experiment HIGH-CAA is intro-

duced to isolate the impact of resolution in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) from that in the Arctic interior. It has 4.5 km resolution

(the resolution in HIGH) only inside the CAA straits and 24 km resolution (the resolution in LOW) in other parts of the Arctic Ocean.
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(a) 24 km

(b) 4.5 km

Figure 11. (a) Mean sea surface height (left), Bering Strait passive tracer (middle), and Barents Sea Opening (BSO) passive tracer (right)

in simulation LOW for the period of 1993–2002; for this period the mean state of FW content is shown in Fig. 10a,b,c. (b) The same as (a)

but in simulation HIGH. Note that the passive tracers are set to zero south of the Fram and Davis Straits in the plots. The passive tracers are

averaged over the upper 100 m.

4.3 Mean state of liquid freshwater

As a consequence of salinity drift during the model spin-up, the basin mean salinity shows biases in the halocline in both Arctic

basins (Fig. 5b). The biases are largest at the mid-depth of the halocline, as the salinity is restored to the climatology at the

ocean surface, and below the halocline the salinity is determined by that of the AW. As the Eurasian Basin bias in simulation

LOW is larger than in simulation HIGH, the overestimation of Arctic FW content is more significant in LOW ( 26% compared5

to 18%, Table 1). As mentioned above (Section 4.2), the spatial distribution of liquid FW content is better reproduced in HIGH

than in LOW (Fig. 10a-d), albeit with overestimation in both simulations, because the high resolution more faithfully represents

the narrow channels in CAA. The variety of FW content distributions simulated in different ocean models shown by Wang et al.

(2016b) presumably can be partly attributed to different model representations of the CAA region.
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The spatial pattern of FW content is manifested in the simulated sea surface height (SSH, see Fig. 11), since the steric height

is dominated by the halosteric component in the Arctic Ocean (e.g., Griffies et al., 2014). In simulation HIGH the SSH field

shows a better represented Beaufort Gyre. The CAA resolution not only impacts the FW content pattern, but also the circulation

and export pathways of water masses. For example, as illustrated by passive tracers (Fig. 11), in simulation LOW the Pacific

Water penetrates more into the Canadian Basin, and has a higher concentration at the Fram Strait than in HIGH. And the better5

resolved CAA channels in HIGH allow more Atlantic Water from BSO to be released through the CAA.

To access the simulated mean state of FW transport through main Arctic gateways, we compare the model results for the

period of 1980-2000 with the synthesized values by Serreze et al. (2006, see Table 1). Observations suggested that more FW

is released through the CAA than through the Fram Strait. This is reproduced in simulation HIGH, while the FW transports

through the two export gateways are nearly the same in LOW. Although the simulated CAA FW export in both simulations10

is lower than the synthesized value, the CAA FW export in HIGH is significantly higher than in LOW, and still within the

observational uncertainty range. At the Fram Strait both the ocean volume and FW transports in LOW are higher than in

HIGH, as expected from the impact of resolution in the CAA discussed above. Although using higher resolution reduces the

Fram Strait FW export, the mean value is still close to the lower bound of the observational range. At the Bering Strait, the

FW import is underestimated in the two simulations, with simulation HIGH obtaining a slightly higher value, very close to15

the lower bound of the observational range. As the Bering Strait ocean volume transports in the two simulations are within

the range suggested by observations, the underestimation of FW transports is due to biases in the Pacific Water salinity, which

could be still in a phase of large scale spin-up within the model integration period.

4.4 Variability of liquid freshwater

The simulated liquid FW contents do not show significant interannual variability, but rather large decadal changes (Fig. 12a).20

In both simulations the FW content decreases from the beginning of 1980s until the mid-1990s, and then increases afterwards.

The descending trend of observed FW content (Polyakov et al., 2013b) before the mid-1990s is much lower (Fig. 12a). Most of

the models used in the CORE-II model intercomparison obtained a significant descending trend before the mid-1990s (Figure

8 of Wang et al., 2016b), as in the two simulations presented here. Compared to the period of 1980-2000, the mean Arctic FW

content averaged over the 2000s has increased by about 4500km3 based on observations (Polyakov et al., 2013b; Haine et al.,25

2015), while the increase is only about 1700km3 in our two simulations (Table 1).

The linear trend in the FW content for the period 1996–2009 based on the data set of Polyakov et al. (2013b) shown in Fig.

12a is 844km3/yr. The upward trends in the two simulations are lower, having half of this value in LOW (423km3/yr) and

60% of it in HIGH (521km3/yr). On average the 13 CORE-II models analyzed in Wang et al. (2016b) underestimated the

observed upward trend also by half. Although the total Arctic liquid FW content increases nearly linearly after the mid-1990s,30

the situation is quite different in the individual Arctic basins. In both simulations, during the last 5 years of the integration, the

upward trend strengthens in the Canadian Basin, while the trend almost stops in the Eurasian Basin, and a descending trend

is non-negligible over the continental shelves (Fig. 9). The model result is consistent to the observed scenario of changes in
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Figure 12. Anomalies of annual mean (a) liquid freshwater (FW) content and (b) solid FW content of the Arctic Ocean relative to the mean

of the plotted period. The FW content is calculated using a reference salinity of 34.8. The liquid FW content observation is provided by

Polyakov et al. (2013a), and the solid FW content is compared to the data derived from PIOMAS reanalysis (Schweiger et al., 2011). The

time period from 1980 to 2009 is shown.

FW distribution in the two Arctic basins described by Morison et al. (2012). They explained that the changes were due to a

cyclonic shift in the ocean pathway of Eurasian runoff associated with an increased Arctic Oscillation index.

We are also interested in the model representation of temporal variation of FW content spatial distribution. In Fig. 10e-h

the difference in FW content between the periods of 2003-2007 and 1993-2002 is shown. The observation indicates that the

most significant increase in FW content between the two periods occurs along the Chukchi Sea continental slope and on the5

periphery of the Beaufort Gyre. At the latter location the simulations did not obtain a similar pattern of positive changes. The

FW content increases on both side of the Lomonosov Ridge in the observation. Simulation HIGH consistently obtains positive

changes in the Eurasian Basin with a larger magnitude. It has negative values north of Greenland, which is not present in the

observation. Further efforts are required to understand the reason.

The spatial pattern of positive changes in FW content in HIGH is very similar to that obtained in a model with about 1210

km resolution in the Arctic Ocean shown by Wang et al. (2016b). In their study most other models show a quite different

pattern because of too coarse model resolution used (about 1 degree resolution). Besides the difference in FW content between

the two periods, we also calculated the linear trend of vertically integrated FW content from 1996 to 2009 (Fig. 10i-k). The

two methods of diagnosing the temporal variation of the FW content provide similar conclusions on the impact of model

resolution (compare Fig. 10e-g with Fig. 10i-k). As mentioned above, the resolution inside the CAA plays an important role in15

representing the mean state of the Arctic Ocean FW content. Here the additional sensitivity experiment, where high resolution

is only applied in the CAA channels, helps to illustrate that the high resolution inside the Arctic Ocean does have some impact

on the representation of FW content spatial variation, for example, in the Beaufort Gyre and the central Eurasian Basin.
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Figure 13. Anomalies of annual mean freshwater (FW) transport through main Arctic gateways. Liquid FW transport through (a) Fram Strait,

(b) Davis Strait, (c) Bering Strait and solid FW transport through (d) Fram Strait. The dotted lines show the multi-model means (MMM)

obtained from 13 CORE-II models (Wang et al., 2016a, b). The whole integration period 1950–2009 is shown.

The interannual variability of FW transport through the Arctic gateways shows large similarity between the two simulations

after the spin-up phase (Fig. 13a-c). The correlation coefficients between the FW transports from the two simulations are

similar at the Davis and Fram Straits (0.75 and 0.78, respectively for the period of 1980–2009, Table 1). The correlation is

lower than the correlation for ocean volume transports, indicating that the simulated interannual variability of salt transport

changes between the two simulations and leads to reduced inter-simulation correlation for FW transports. The current model5

results are largely similar to the multi-model mean result analyzed by Wang et al. (2016b, also plotted in Fig. 13). The most
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significant difference is in the Fram Strait FW transport. For example, the changes of FW transport from the mid-1990s to the

beginning of 2000s is more pronounced in our two simulations (Fig. 13a). The variability of FW transport at the Fram Strait

has been found to be the least consistently simulated among both AOMIP and CORE-II models (Jahn et al., 2012; Wang et al.,

2016b). At the Bering Strait the variability is nearly not distinguishable between the two simulations and the multi-model mean

obtained in the past model study (Fig. 13c).5

On decadal time scales, the observed FW export through the Davis Strait in the 2000s is about 10% lower than the clima-

tology of 1980-2000 (Haine et al., 2015). Both simulations reproduce the reduction in the Davis Strait FW export, but the

magnitude of reduction is less significant than the observed (Table 1). In simulation HIGH the reduction (about 5%) is larger

than in LOW. At the Fram Strait the FW export is suggested to be slightly higher in the 2000s than in the period of 1980-2000

(Haine et al., 2015), while the two simulations similarly show an opposite result, obtaining a reduction of ∼ 300km3/yr in the10

2000s. The Bering Strait FW transport remains nearly at the same level after the 2000s, which is reproduced by the simulations.

Note that the uncertainty in observations is large due to the sparseness of measurements, and both the observed and simulated

changes in FW transports through the Arctic gateways between the two periods are smaller than the magnitude of respective

observational uncertainty.

4.5 Sea ice and solid freshwater15

The sea ice volume (and corresponding solid FW content) in the two simulations is nearly the same (Table 1), because both

the sea ice thickness and concentration are not significantly influenced by the model resolution (Fig. 14). At 4.5 km the sea

ice model starts to capture some small scale features (sea ice leads) with reasonable spatial and temporal variability (Wang

et al., 2016c). However, the mean sea ice thickness and concentration is not impacted by whether those small scale features

are represented or not in the model. Note that much higher model resolution is required in order to simulate sea ice leads with20

realistic width, because they are typically narrower than 1 km in reality (Tschudi et al., 2002).

The summer sea ice area along the sea ice edge on the Eurasian side is slightly overestimated in both simulations, and the

simulated sea ice thickness is about half a meter thicker than the satellite observation in the last few model years (Fig. 14).

Because of lacking sufficient long-term sea ice thickness observations, we compare our simulated solid FW content with the

estimate from the PIOMAS Arctic sea ice volume reanalysis (Schweiger et al., 2011). The simulated mean solid FW content25

in the period of 1980-2000 is about 20% higher than the PIOMAS estimate (Table 1).

The time series of annual mean solid FW content show that the two simulations obtain a descending trend very similar to

that from the PIOMAS estimate (Fig. 12b). Compared to the mean value before 2000, the solid FW content decreases by about

4000km3 averaged over the 2000s in the simulations, similar to the PIOMAS result (Table 1). Because our simulated sea ice

thickness is underestimated before 2000 compared to the submarine observations (as shown in figure 13 of Wang et al., 2016a)30

and overestimated in later years compared to satellite observations (Fig. 14a-c), the descending trend of solid FW content over

the last 3 decades in our simulation and in the PIOMAS estimate as well might be lower than reality.

Arctic sea ice is mainly exported through the Fram Strait. The two simulations produced very similar solid FW transports

through the Fram Strait, well representing the observed value (Table 1). Although the sea ice area export through the Fram
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Figure 14. Spring sea ice thickness averaged from 2004 to 2007 for (a) simulation LOW, (b) HIGH, and (c) the ICESat observation (Kwok

et al., 2009). September sea ice concentration averaged from 1979 to 2009 for (d) simulation LOW, (e) HIGH, and (f) the NSIDC observation

(Fetterer et al., 2016). In (d),(e) the black curves show the 15% contour lines of the observed sea ice concentration, while the red curves

show those of simulations. The periods when both observations and model results are available are chosen for calculating the means.

Strait has been increasing in recent decades due to increasing sea ice drift (e.g., Smedsrud et al., 2017), sea ice volume and thus

solid FW export has been decreasing due to the thinning of Arctic sea ice. Compared to the estimate of the 1980-2000 period,

the solid FW export flux decreased by 400km3/yr in the 2000s (Haine et al., 2015). The two simulations similarly produce a

decrease in the Fram Strait solid FW export of about 300km3/yr between the two periods (Table 1). On interannual time scales

the two simulated solid FW transports are well correlated (Table 1 and Fig. 13d). As shown in Wang et al. (2016a, b), ocean5

climate models can more consistently simulate the interannual variability of solid FW transports through Arctic gateways than

the liquid FW transports.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Atlantic Water

(a) Heat content and water mass sources

We found that at the end of the simulations the Arctic heat content is higher than the climatology in both simulations, but it

is about 4× 1021 J higher in simulation LOW than in HIGH. This difference in heat content requires an additional heat flux5

of 2 TW over 60 years. Due to inaccuracy in diagnosing heat budget terms (e.g., caused by interpolation) and missing heat

diffusion terms in our model output, the mismatch between the ocean heat content changing rate and Arctic net heat flux can

have the same order of magnitude as this value. Therefore it is hard to carry out analysis of closed heat budget in this and

previous modeling studies (e.g., Lique and Steele, 2013). In the following we try to better understand the difference of ocean

heat content between the two simulations by analyzing AW passive tracers.10

The temperature and heat content in the AW layer is influenced by both the warm Fram Strait and the cold BSO AW branches,

the latter of which joins the former mainly through the St. Anna Trough (Schauer et al., 2002). Using passive tracers we can

obtain the spatial distribution of the two water sources (Fig. 15). The locations of the maxima of the Fram Strait passive tracer

coincide with the maxima of temperature in both basins (cf. Fig. 15a and Fig. 5a). The maxima of the Fram Strait passive tracer

are located deeper in simulation LOW than in HIGH, consistent to the deepening of the AW layer shown by its temperature15

maxima. Below about 350 m depth the concentration of the Fram Strait passive tracer in LOW is higher in both Arctic basins

than in HIGH (Fig. 15a,c). In HIGH the Fram Strait passive tracer has weaker penetration into the Canadian Basin, and a

stronger cyclonic circulation inside the Eurasian Basin. At the end of 2000 the Fram Strait passive tracer averaged over the

whole Arctic volume in LOW is about 14% higher than in HIGH. As the volume import of the Fram Strait AW in HIGH is

larger (calculated at 79oN in the Fram Strait), a lower passive tracer storage implies that the export of Fram Strait branch AW20

is stronger in HIGH, either via direct recirculation north of the Fram Strait or after cyclonic circulation in the Eurasian Basin,

The BSO passive tracer indicates that cold AW (lower than 0oC) from the BSO has a lower concentration in the Eurasian

Basin in simulation LOW than in HIGH, and the situation is opposite in the Canadian Basin (Fig. 15b,d). AW from both

branches have replenished the Canadian Basin more intensively in simulation LOW. BSO AW has the effect to reduce the

temperature of the AW layer, so the higher temperature and heat content in the Canadian Basin in LOW should be attributed to25

the larger amount of warm Fram Strait AW. Because the temperature of the BSO branch is similar after the atmospheric cooling

over the continental shelves, the slightly lower volume transport through BSO in LOW (Table 1) has a positive contribution to

the overall AW layer heat content.

(b) Future work related to simulating AW

Fram Strait is the main pathway of oceanic heat flux from the North Atlantic into the Arctic basins. It is very challenging for30

numerical models to simulate the complex AW circulation in the Fram Strait. In the few degree latitude band the AW loses

heat due to surface cooling and starts to subduct under cold Polar Water, and a fraction of AW recirculates to the west and then
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(a) Fram Strait passive tracer (b) BSO passive tracer

(c) Fram Strait passive tracer @400m (d) BSO passive tracer @400m

Figure 15. (a) Mean Fram Strait passive tracer concentration in the two Arctic basins averaged over the year 2000. (b) The same as (a) but

for the Barents Sea Opening (BSO) passive tracer. (c) The Fram Strait passive tracer at 400 m depth averaged over the year 2000. (d) The

same as (c) but for the BSO passive tracer.

southwards in different paths (Quadfasel et al., 1987; Gascard et al., 1988; Saloranta and Haugan, 2001; Marnela et al., 2013;

de Steur et al., 2014). Strong variability associated with mesoscale eddies was observed in the Fram Strait (von Appen et al.,

2016), which may play an important role in setting the AW recirculation (Hattermann et al., 2016). The first baroclinic Rossby

radius in the Fram Strait is very small (about 2 km in winter), thus our high resolution (4.5 km grid size) simulation cannot

resolve mesoscale eddies. At this resolution the simulated warm AW is confined to the strong boundary current and does not5

reach the central Fram Strait, presenting a cold bias in the center of the strait (Wekerle et al., 2017). As in other high resolution,

but not eddy-resolving models (e.g., Fieg et al., 2010), our simulated AW temperature in the boundary current is too high at

Fram Strait and north of Svalbard (Fig. 4a). The deficiency indicates a clear requirement for eddy resolving resolution in the

Fram Strait region in order to faithfully simulate the amount and property of AW that enters the Arctic basins through the Fram

Strait (as shown by Wekerle et al. (2017b)). In long climate simulations, however, it is hardly possible to afford 1 km model10
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resolution in the near future. Accordingly, further effort on parameterizing mesoscale eddy effects is required to represent AW

circulation in the Fram Strait.

The AW is located at intermediate depths in the Arctic Ocean and is separated from surface water and sea ice by a strong

halocline. However, recent pan-Arctic microstructure measurements of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation reveal that tides can

significantly enhance vertical mixing and bring up substantial heat in some areas (Rippeth et al., 2015), implying an impact5

of AW heat on Arctic sea ice. It was shown that tides can explain a non-negligible part of the sea ice volume reduction in

numerical simulations (Luneva et al., 2015). Tides are not simulated in our model, so their potential impact on sea ice and AW

characteristics is not explicitly considered. If tides were present in the simulations, and indeed have significant impact on heat

uptaken, the influence of AW on sea ice would be different in the two simulations, because the temperature and depth of the

AW layer are different between them. Dedicated studies are required to investigate such effect.10

After the AW warming in the Arctic basins in the 1990s, unprecedented warming has been observed in the 2000s (Polyakov

et al., 2013b). However, no warming as strong as observed was obtained in the latter period in the two model simulations (Fig.

3). The AW transport calculated in the northern Fram Strait was found to decrease in the 2000s in the simulations. As the

warming in 1990s is reasonably represented in the model, the discrepancy between the observed and simulated temperature

variation in recent years could be attributed to model deficiency in representing ocean processes under the condition of sea ice15

decline, or to the quality of the atmospheric forcing data used. Furthermore, the AW layer temperature in the Arctic interior

is not only determined by the amount of warm AW through the Fram Strait and cold AW from the Barents Sea, but also the

circulation details of the two branches inside the basins. Research on these subjects is required in future work.

5.2 Freshwater

(a) Freshwater content drift and sea surface salinity restoring20

In both simulations the Arctic liquid FW content increases rapidly during the first 20-30 years, the same as in other ocean

climate models participating in the CORE-II intercomparison project analyzed by Wang et al. (2016b). They showed that the

source of excessive FW is sea surface salinity (SSS) restoring. We repeated the low resolution simulation with SSS restoring

switched off. In this simulation, the salinity in the Canadian Basin has a positive bias instead of a negative one, most pronounced

at the surface (Fig. 5c). In the Eurasian Basin the salinity bias is still negative, but becomes smaller. The spin-up in this25

sensitivity run also takes about 20 to 30 years (Fig. 9). The FW content in Canadian Basin decreases in the spin-up phase,

with a magnitude similar to that of FW content increase in the two simulations with SSS restoring (Fig. 9c). In the Eurasian

Basin the FW content remains lower than in LOW by nearly a constant offset after 30 model years (Fig. 9b). The total Arctic

FW content does not have a significant model drift (Fig. 9a), because the opposite drifts in the two basins largely cancel each

other. In the last 30 model years, the variability of FW content in both basins in the sensitivity simulation is similar to that in30

simulation LOW and HIGH.

In the sensitivity simulation without SSS restoring, the salinity has a positive bias at the surface and negative bias in the lower

halocline in the Canadian Basin (Fig. 5c). This implies that too much vertical mixing has taken place, which could be linked to
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the fact that brine rejection induced convection on very small spatial scales is neither resolved nor properly parameterized in the

model: If salt rejected during ice formation is added to the ocean surface, the static instability on the model grid may initialize

strong vertical mixing and weaken the vertical salinity gradient, resulting in negative salinity anomaly in the halocline and

positive salinity anomaly near the ocean surface. The ocean temperature profile in this depth range is also smoothed out. This

issue was discussed by, for example, Duffy et al. (1999) and Nguyen et al. (2009), who proposed to distribute rejected salt in5

the ocean column with some vertical distribution function, thus preventing static instability. By doing so they got significantly

improved salinity profiles. We have implemented this parameterization for brine rejection in the model and are able to achieve

improvement on the salinity representation in the Canadian Basin. However, it is not easy to define one particular salt vertical

distribution function that can satisfy different Arctic basins and the Southern Ocean at the same time. Some research is required

before we can suggest a default scheme for brine rejection in our global model simulations. The background vertical diffusivity10

was suggested to be one of the key parameters controlling the simulated Arctic Ocean hydrography and circulation, especially

in the Canadian Basin (Zhang and Steele, 2007; Nguyen et al., 2009). In our next model tuning phase, FESOM sensitivity to

such model parameters should be carefully examined.

The salinity bias and overestimated FW content in the Eurasian Basin is very possibly caused by inaccurate representation of

the pathways of upper ocean circulation (Fig. 8e,f). The Transpolar Drift carrying fresh Pacific Water and river water is located15

too much to the Eurasian side of the Lomonosov Ridge, and the anticyclonic surface circulation in the Canadian Basin occupies

a too large spatial range compared to the observation (Fig. 10a-d). The low resolution inside CAA in simulation LOW causes

more FW to release through the Fram Strait, which further increases the FW content in the Eurasian Basin. In the sensitivity

simulation without SSS restoring, the SSS is still well represented in the Eurasian Basin. The Eurasian Basin salinity bias in

the halocline becomes smaller in this sensitivity simulation, because the FW content is lower and the anticyclonic circulation20

shrinks in the Canadian Basin, with less FW penetrating into the Eurasian Basin. The upper ocean circulations are mainly

driven by surface wind stress, so it is required to investigate the wind forcing fields and the impact of sea ice on the ocean

surface stress in order to better understand the Eurasian Basin salinity drift.

(b) Basinwise and Beaufort Gyre freshwater content variability

In this work we have assessed the total Arctic FW content and its distribution between the Eurasian and Canadian Basins. It was25

found that the increase of FW storage in the Canadian Basin in recent years behaves nearly identically in different simulations

(Fig. 9c). On the contrary, the trend of FW content in the Beaufort Gyre region indicates difference among the simulations (Fig.

10i-k). Recent research indicates that mesoscale eddy fluxes counteract Ekman pumping, thus playing a crucial role in Beaufort

Gyre FW content variability (e.g., Manucharyan et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016). In model simulations eddy parameterization

(applied on coarse meshes) and the effect of implicit numerical mixing will certainly influence the dynamical balance and the30

Beaufort Gyre FW content. Further effort is required to investigate the model representation of Beaufort Gyre FW content and

more importantly its relationship to Arctic FW release to the North Atlantic.
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5.3 Unstructured-mesh modeling

The variable-resolution functionality provided by unstructured-mesh models offers new possibility in ocean modeling. One

can increase model resolution locally where research interest is located, without the necessity of using traditional nesting. On

the mesh the resolution can vary in space conveniently according to given functions chosen for particular applications. Many

ocean process studies have been carried out taking use of FESOM in global and regional simulations, for example, with focus5

on overflows (Wang et al., 2012), ice shelf cavities (Timmermann et al., 2012), deep water formation (Scholz et al., 2013),

polynyas (Haid and Timmermann, 2013), and Arctic sea ice and ocean dynamics (Wekerle et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016c;

Wekerle et al., 2017b). In global ocean climate simulations, the value of unstructured meshes can be more outstanding. One

can design meshes with resolution varying continuously in space according to the strength of ocean variability, for example,

by considering observed sea surface height variability (Sein et al., 2016) and/or Rossby radius (Sein et al., 2017), to permit or10

resolve mesoscale eddies in mid to low latitudes. It would be interesting to use this kind of global meshes together with specific

mesh refinement in the Arctic Ocean for the purpose of Arctic Ocean studies, as the lower latitude ocean will be better resolved

with acceptable increase of computational cost and provide more faithful oceanic linkage with the Arctic Ocean. Developing

such a model configuration is aligned with our strategic plan for Arctic Ocean modeling using FESOM and the coupled climate

model. It will facilitate us to study and predict not only Arctic changes, but also large scale linkage between high and lower15

latitudes. Towards this goal, we need to understand, for example, the impact of regional resolution in the Arctic region, using

economy configurations as reported in this paper.

With an unstructured-mesh model like FESOM, one can locally increase model resolution to accurately resolve the nar-

row channels in the CAA and faithfully simulate the FW export (Wekerle et al., 2013). However, if the finest grid size is

just used in narrow straits, the model time step and the overall model throughput can be constrained by this grid size (the20

Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) constraint). In ocean climate simulations, therefore, it is not preferable to design resolution

in narrow straits to be much higher than the highest resolution used in large ocean basins. Table 2 shows the computational

performance of the three simulations studied in this work. The number of grid points in HIGH-CAA is similar to that in LOW,

but its time step is one third of LOW. The consequence is that the throughput in HIGH-CAA is three times lower than LOW

and the CPU cost is three times higher. Therefore, meshes like HIGH-CAA are mainly used in process studies (one example25

is this work where we use it to isolate and understand the role of better simulating the CAA throughflow) 1. Because of good

scalability of FESOM (Biastoch et al., 2018), simulation HIGH has a throughput similar to that of HIGH-CAA (Table 2). We

usually try to use as many CPUs as possible until the computational performance (in terms of simulated years per day, SYPD)

does not further increase effectively2. In this case, the model throughput is mainly determined by the time step.

1In long climate simulations we often modify the geometry of the CAA channels to allow adequate CAA throughflow, instead of locally increasing the

resolution in the very small area of the CAA. However, geometry adjustment is not trivial as shown by the large model spread in CAA FW transports among

the ocean climate models analyzed in Wang et al. (2016b). When developing global climate models, the modeling groups certainly need more efforts to better

adjust the CAA representation.
2In our practice, how many CPUs to use can be conveniently decided by considering the number of surface grid nodes. Our recommendation is to have 250

to 350 surface grid points per CPU in FESOM 1.4 applications.
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Table 2. Summary of computational cost and performance.

Mesh size Time step Number of CPU used CPU hours per model year Throughput (SYPD)

LOW 130K(2D), 3.7M(3D) 36 min 384 340 27

HIGH-CAA 130K(2D), 3.7M(3D) 12 min 384 1040 9

HIGH 640K(2D), 14M(3D) 12 min 2400 7200 8

SYPD means simulated years per day. The computational cost is estimated in case of monthly model output, CORE-II forcing input, and simulations performed on the

Cray XC40, equipped with Intel Xeon Haswell processors, of the North-German Supercomputing Alliance (‘Norddeutscher Verbund zur Förderung des Hoch- und

Höchstleistungsrechnens’; HLRN).

One way to overcome the drawback of meshes where only very few grid cells have increased resolution (like mesh HIGH-

CAA) is to use different time steps in different parts of the mesh. This functionality is not available in FESOM yet. In most

of FESOM applications, grid cells with increased resolution take a dominant share of the total number of grid cells (like mesh

HIGH), therefore developing such a functionality has not been put to a high priority.

In the structured-mesh model community, global and near-global ocean models with mesoscale-eddy resolving resolutions5

have been developed in many groups (e.g., Chassignet et al., 2009; Storch et al., 2012; Oke et al., 2013; Metzger et al., 2014;

Dupont et al., 2015; Iovino et al., 2016), and coupled climate models with eddy resolving ocean have also been used in practice

(e.g., Griffies et al., 2015). Most of the models analyzed in past CORE-II model intercomparison studies have relatively coarse

resolution. For developing our unstructured-mesh model system with regional focus, it would be helpful to communicate

experience with the large structured-mesh model community in future high resolution climate model intercomparison projects10

(for example, through the future CMIP projects where increasing model resolution will be pursued (Haarsma et al., 2016)).

6 Summary

A faithful model representation of the ocean circulation, water mass property and sea ice state in the Arctic Ocean is still

challenging, not only for its mean state, but also for the variability of some of the key diagnostics, in state-of-the-art ocean-sea

ice models (e.g., Jahn et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016a, b; Ilicak et al., 2016). With the development of computing resources and15

model technology, high resolution Arctic Ocean modeling starts to become affordable even in ocean climate simulations. In

this work we explored the impact of high horizontal resolution on the circulation of the Atlantic Water (AW) in the intermediate

layer and freshwater (FW) in the upper layer of the Arctic Ocean. In particular, the mean state and variability of the AW layer

and the Arctic FW budget are assessed, for which previous model intercomparison studies have provided basic knowledge on

common model issues.20

The simulations of the unstructured-mesh ocean-sea ice model FESOM (Wang et al., 2014) with two global meshes differ-

ing in resolution in the Arctic Ocean are evaluated. The coarse resolution mesh has been used in previous CORE-II model

intercomparison studies (e.g., Griffies et al., 2014; Danabasoglu et al., 2014). Its resolution in the Arctic Ocean is 24 km. On

the high resolution mesh the Arctic resolution is increased to 4.5 km. As our intention is to provide information for developing
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model configurations that can be used for ocean climate simulations, a reasonably high model throughput is a prerequisite. With

4.5 km resolution in the Arctic Ocean we can run FESOM for about 8 model years per day. Using further higher resolution,

though preferable for the Arctic region due to very small Rossby radius, would prevent us and groups working on other ocean

climate models from carrying out long simulations at the current stage. For ocean process studies, we certainly can use the

variable resolution functionality of FESOM to even better resolve local dynamics (for example, using 1 km horizontal grid size5

locally to resolve mesoscale eddies in the Fram Strait, Wekerle et al. (2017b)). This aspect of Arctic Ocean modeling is beyond

the scope of this paper. As we kept the same model resolution outside the Arctic region, we are able to attribute the difference

in the two simulations to the Arctic Ocean resolution. Note that we did not try to tune the two model setups separately in this

paper. We used a model configuration (schemes and parameters for ocean and sea ice) similar to what has been used in the

CORE-II studies (e.g., Danabasoglu et al., 2014), except that eddy diffusivity is scaled by the resolution.10

At 24 km resolution the simulated AW layer is unrealistically deep and thick, which currently is a common issue in coarse

resolution models (Ilicak et al., 2016). Such a model bias was found to be caused by numerical mixing in past AOMIP studies

(Holloway et al., 2007). When using 4.5 km resolution, the AW in both Arctic basins is located at the observed depth with a very

reasonable thickness. The tracer advection scheme (a second order FCT scheme) used in our simulations is the one suggested

for large scale applications in FESOM, because it enforces monotonicity and has decent computational cost. Idealized 2D15

test cases clearly indicate that numerical smoothing associated with this scheme can be significantly reduced with increasing

resolution (Wang, 2007), which can explain the obtained improvement of the AW layer in the high resolution simulation. As

we kept the vertical resolution the same in the two simulations, which needs separate investigation, the reduction in numerical

mixing is only due to the change in horizontal resolution.

With higher resolution the cyclonic AW boundary current becomes narrower and more energetic. Moreover, the topographic20

steering on the current is stronger, causing more AW to recirculate along the Lomonosov Ridge in the Eurasian Basin. The re-

sulting constrained penetration of AW into the Canadian Basin in the high resolution simulation helps to eliminate the intensive

warming and deepening trend of the AW in the Canadian Basin present in the coarse resolution setup. More AW recirculates in

the Eurasian Basin and leaves the Arctic Ocean, which can partly explain that the increase in Arctic heat content is much lower

in the high resolution simulation. The strength of interannual and seasonal variability of AW temperature, especially in the25

boundary current along the continental slope and Lomonosov Ridge, becomes significantly higher with increasing resolution.

The impact of horizontal resolution on ocean surface circulation and FW cycle is limited to the spatial pattern of liquid FW

content and pathways of different water masses. It mainly stems from the difference in the representation of the Canadian Arctic

Archipelago (CAA) channels, not the resolution in the Arctic basins. The CAA channels are often treated very differently in

different ocean climate models, for example, for the number of CAA channels and number of active grid points across the30

channels, as shown in the model intercomparison study by Wang et al. (2016b). They found that the spread in simulated

CAA and Fram Strait FW transports is considerably large. Therefore, inspecting and tuning CAA representation is one of the

important tasks in future development of ocean climate models.

The mean state and variability of total and basinwise liquid FW content, the variability of liquid FW transports through Arctic

gateways and the characteristics of Arctic sea ice volume and export do not change significantly with increasing resolution.35
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The recent upward trend of FW content in the Beaufort Gyre shows some sensitivity to the resolution inside the Arctic basin.

How well mesoscale eddies are resolved in the Canadian Basin in the high resolution simulation, and how realistic the effect of

eddies is parameterized in the low resolution simulation, both need to be assessed in the context of the interplay with Ekman

pumping in future studies. Here it is important to note that the variability of both the Arctic FW storage and release to North

Atlantic is insensitive to the model resolution applied in our simulations. We also found that only better resolving the CAA5

channels (in the simulation where only the CAA is resolved with 4.5 km) did not significantly impact the representation of the

AW layer.

Besides identifying the impact of horizontal resolution on the Arctic Ocean circulation, we also discussed scientific questions

and model issues that need to be explored in future work, and some of the illustrated model issues are common in many other

ocean-sea ice models. Overall, increasing model resolution does considerably improve the performance of the Arctic Ocean10

simulation, while further efforts are necessary to solve remaining issues that are not linked to applied model resolution, and to

develop/improve parameterizations that are still required even with best resolution affordable now.

Code and data availability. FESOM v1.4 can be downloaded from https://swrepo1.awi.de/projects/fesom after registration. For the sake of

the journal requirement, the configuration used, together with the mesh information, is archived at doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1116851. Mesh

partitioning in FESOM is based on a METIS Version 5.1.0 package developed at the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at the15

University of Minnesota (http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/metis). METIS and the solver pARMS (Li et al., 2003) present separate

libraries which are freely available subject to their licenses. The Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology (Steele et al., 2001) used for

model initialization and the CORE-II atmospheric forcing data (Large and Yeager, 2009) are freely available online. The simulation results

can be obtained from the authors upon request.
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